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WELCOME! 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WHAT THIS COURSE IS...AND WHAT IT IS NOT

I will talk to you about apps that I use and websites that I like to help me grow my account and 
reach customers.  I might give a brief overview of how to use specifics parts of those apps or 
sites.  But please understand this is not a "how to use this or that website or app" course - 
you're going to have to take the time and do the due diligence to understand how to use every 
app and/or site that you choose to add to your marketing endeavors.  Since most apps/sites 
are so customizable, you'll want to configure them in ways that work best for you and your 
business.


I'm not here to teach you how to game the system.


I'm not here to make you a fake "influencer."


I'm not here to teach you hacks to inflate vanity metrics for no reason whatsoever.


I'm here to help your business. 

WHY NUMBERS DON'T MATTER

If you're here to learn how to inflate your follower count, I want to ask you WHY.


Why do you want a large number?  What do you think it will bring you?


I could teach you how to run ads to inflate your followers by hundreds per day, but they won't 
be legitimate prospective customers - so why?  I know we're conditioned to think that more is 
better, but we're aiming for quality over quantity here. 


I could teach you how to set up fake repost accounts to promote yourself, but I won't.


I could teach you how to game the numbers with a huge push of ads to Bangladesh, but I 
won't.


I could show you the "secrets" of how celebrity accounts push themselves towards the 
millions, but I won't.


Because those are just numbers.  I'd rather have ONE amazing vendor contact follow me than 
four thousand Kardashian fans that I found in a huge sweeping generic ad because that ONE 
vendor contact can bring me work.  If I throw that ONE vendor contact into a pool of four 
thousand fake contacts, they might never even SEE my posts.


It's a slow and steady game to real growth, so put aside your "I want to hit 100k just because!" 
thoughts and let's concentrate on getting clients in the door!


I know, I can hear you already.  That's easy for her to say, she has a huge following.  But I can 
tell you - and I promise you this - numbers don't mean anything without paying clients.  While 
my 100k+ following gets me attention, yes, it doesn't directly convert people into paying 
clients.  I have to do that by giving great content that matters, prove myself to prospective 
clients, and work just as hard as everyone else to make it work.


Numbers look impressive.  But they're just numbers unless they CONVERT.
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HOW TO RUN A GREAT INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT

Do not automate anything.  Do not use bots.  Do not use services to like/comment for you. 
 Just...don't.  While there are ways to wiggle around this, you're not a machine: your Instagram 
account shouldn't be, either.  If you're engaging with accounts, you want them to be humans.


Be a human, too.


Don't try to game the system.


If you violate Instagram's terms of service, they'll boot you out and you might lose your whole 
account.  


If you're being inauthentic and faking engagement with other accounts, you're not building 
what you came here to build: a real account with real followers and real clients that make real 
money in your real business.


Like counts don't matter.  Follower count doesn't matter.  Don't resort to games or tricks to 
inflate either.  It will muddy up your followers with people who will never help your business in 
any way...and why do that?


SAFETY AND PRIVACY ONLINE

The first thing you should do to protect your account is to set a super-secure password and 
save it with a password reminder app such as 1Password.  It should go without saying (but we 
have to say it) that you shouldn't share your password with anyone person, app, website, 
widget, or anything that you don't want to have access to it.


The second thing you should do is set up two-factor authentication on your account.


Go to Settings/Security and go to Two Factor Authentication - tap on that to bring up your 
options for securing your account.  


I am not going to tell you what my settings are (obviously!) but most people I know prefer the 
Text Message option.  If you check this, you'll be prompted to enter a code that's texted to you 
once you try to log into your account.  If anyone were to hack you, they'd need your password 
first and access to your text messages second - much more difficult than just getting 
someone's password!


Do what you can to protect your account.  It's fiendishly difficult to get in touch with Instagram 
for any customer service requests, so put in a little extra legwork now to make sure your 
account is safe later!


DON'T VIOLATE THEIR TERMS OF USE

Don't break the law and post about it.  Don't post harmful content.  Don't pose content 
Instagram deems to be "inappropriate" (* note: what that is sometimes changes, so keep up 
with their community guidelines for current information).  Don't steal other people's photos and 
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pretend they are yours.  And most importantly, be a real human and don't troll, trash talk, or 
abuse other accounts. 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SETTING UP YOUR INSTAGRAM 
ACCOUNT 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THE BASICS : GETTING YOUR ACCOUNT SET UP 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Getting set up with an Instagram account is easy, in a super-fast nutshell:  


1. While you can sign up using a web browser, I think the easiest way to do it is simply to 
download the app from the App Store (iPhone) or the Android Google Play store.  This will 
put you in the app right away, and it's much easier to configure on a phone than a browser.


2. Once your app is installed, tap on it to open it.

3. Tap Sign up with Email or Phone Number (if on an Android) or Create New Account (on an 

iPhone).  You can choose to sign up with your email, phone number, or Facebook account.

4. Create your username and password, fill out the rest of the profile info to get started, and 

click Done.  You might be asked to log into Facebook to verify if you chose that over an 
email/phone number.


You might be prompted with account suggestions to follow right away.  I skipped that, as 
getting set up cleanly and properly was my first step.  I knew that I could come back later and 
figure out who I wanted to follow, so moving past this step quickly was a priority - I knew that if 
I didn't, I'd get stuck here following account after account!


This leads us to a few more things to discuss...


PERSONAL VS BUSINESS ACCOUNT

When business accounts began to become more popular, a lot of people claimed that they 
"lost engagement" when switching.  I didn't, and I don't know anyone who actually did other 
than anecdotal "evidence" on the internet.


I get it, I do.  You want to make sure that people see your account.  And the second you brand 
yourself as a business with Facebook/Instagram, here will come the money grab: don't you 
want to do an ad?  Don't you want to pay to play?  After a pretty exhaustive analysis involving 
switching back and forth between a business account and a personal one, I decided that I 
personally prefer to be a public, business account because that's what I am - a business.  I like 
access to the insights that the business account provides me, and I like the ability to easily 
create promotions  (more on that later!).


Other benefits include:


• A contact button is only available on business accounts - then people can call you, email 
you, or even find you on a local map.


• You can add your physical location to a business account only.  This is super helpful if you 
want your studio address right there on your profile page.


• When you get more than 10k followers on a business account you get the Swipe Up feature 
in your stories and can send viewers directly to your website.


• You can add your industry to your profile under the Public Business Information section of 
Edit Profile. 


• You can link your business account to your business Facebook page.


SHARE YOUR PROFILE EVERYWHERE

I have an Instagram icon on my website.  It's linked on my Contact page.  It's even in the 
signature of my emails!  Put your profile link everywhere that you can, people won't find it 
unless you share it with them! 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OPTIMIZING YOUR ACCOUNT PROFILE 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This seems like a no-brainer: just fill out the information and move on, right?  After all, isn't the 
most important thing the content of your feed?  Isn't that what is going to get you hired? 
 
Yes...and no.  You have to get found on Instagram first, and then you have to quickly establish 
trust and a connection.  You have to convey who you are, what you're about, who/what you 
serve, and what you do.  Then you have to help prospective clients find you and contact you.  


All of this happens on your profile.
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CHOOSING A PROFILE PHOTO

If you're anything like me, you hate seeing your face splashed on your marketing materials.  I'm 
a business, you think.  Why would anyone want or need to see MY FACE?


Turns out, people love seeing your face.  I used to have my logo as my Instagram profile 
picture, but a year or so ago I switched it to an actual professional photo of myself.  I do 
believe that seeing a bright smiling human and not a corporate logo creates a connection right 
away with anyone who comes across your profile.


You might find that you feel more comfortable using your logo, or that using your logo yields 
more of the result you're looking for.  I found that when my logo was the "face" of my business 
that it looked (and felt) a little more corporate, a little less real.  I wanted prospective clients to 
see a person behind the business, so I opted for a photo of myself to start fostering that 
connection right away.


*note: If you do decide to use a photo of yourself, hire a professional!  I work with the same 
Brooklyn-based photographer for all of my press images, updating my marketing material a 
few times a year.  I have a really specific look and feel that I'm going for with my online image, 
and he really helps me get it right every single time.  I want my image of myself to be 
professional and polished, but still approachable.  This particular photographer understands 
what I'm going for, and as a result, I always end up with images that feel like me.


CHOOSING A PROFILE NAME

Um...my name is my...name, right?  If my Instagram username is @susanstriplingphotography, 
shouldn't my Name be Susan Stripling?


Did you know that the Name field in your Instagram bio is actually searchable?  I highly 
recommend adding keywords pertaining to your particular field in your Name to help Instagram 
serve you up to more people looking for precisely what you offer.  For example, my current 
Name is Susan Stripling | Photographer.  It tells people who I am (my name) and what I do 
(photographer).  It's short and simple.


Many will also recommend adding an emoji in this field to help you stand out since emojis are 
proven to "trap" the eye when it moves across a field of text.  An emoji-laden Name doesn't 
really fit my brand or my business, so I've opted out of this.  If it would work for you, certainly 
give it a try!


ADDING YOUR WEBSITE URL

Most people just add their regular website to the Website field in their Profile.  My website is 
susanstripling.com, why wouldn't I just put that there?


First of all, I want to track the traffic in my Google Analytics that comes from Instagram.  I want 
to know precisely how many people left my Profile and clicked on my website.  I chose to 
create a custom page on my website for me to send traffic from Instagram.


I use Good Gallery to create my website, and it's super easy to create an extra page that 
doesn't show up anywhere in my "regular" site menu. It's a private page, meaning that it will 

https://www.goodgallery.com/
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only show up if you have the direct link to it.  The page is called Start Here, which you can see 
listed on my Profile above.  It's super specific - I tell you what I want you to do right away!  I 
want you to start here.


The page is formatted for mobile use (something Good Gallery is great at), and this is what 
people see.  It's Instagram specific, and it offers up the different places they can go on my site. 
 

I love having this little custom page for them to visit and start their experience with my site off 
of the platform in a very specific way.
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WRITING YOUR BIO

*note: I highly suggest writing your bio somewhere OTHER than Instagram first.  Since 
formatting on Instagram with line breaks can be a little less intuitive than I'd like, I often draft up 
my bios in my Notes on my computer or phone and then copy/paste them on over!


*note: You CAN put returns in what you type on Instagram.  While your regular return key might 
not work, hit the 1 2 3 button on your phone's keypad.  The return button there actually works. 
 Who knew?


Ah, the bio.  As if writing a whole About Me section of my website isn't stressful enough, the 
Instagram bio is even HARDER because you have to convey so much in such a small section.


Here are my tips for writing a compelling Instagram bio in four lines:


1. What you do and where you do it.

2. Something you're proud of.

3. Something else unique about you.

4. Tell me what you want me to do now that I've read all of this.


This is mine:


1. Weddings + portraits in NYC and beyond

2. Canon Explorer of Light + WPPI Grand Master

3. Founder @theweddingschool

4. Get in touch!


This is everything I want you to know in a nutshell.  I'm a wedding and portrait photographer 
and I'm based in New York.  I have two really prestigious titles that sound super impressive 
even if you have no idea what they mean!  I've founded a school, and I give you the link to go 
check it out.  And I want you to get in touch.


My third line is always a work in progress.  I want to add something more personal about 
myself, but right now my best use of that line is to push photographers towards the education 
that I do so that it can stay on an account of its own, not on the account I use to get 
actual photography work.


I break my emoji rule when writing my bio, too.  Each line starts with an emoji specific to it, 
closing with an actual ARROW next to "Get in touch."  You can see it all on the image of my 
Profile above.


OTHER TIPS AND THOUGHTS

• If you're a business page, you'll then be able to connect your Instagram directly to your 

Facebook business page under Public Business Information in your Profile.  I love this 
because it helps make creating ads from your Facebook Ads Manager (more on that later!) 
easier, and it allows you to crosspost from your Instagram to your Facebook business page.


• You'll also be able to choose your Category on your Profile under Public Business 
Information.  I chose Public Figure because it aligns with the entire brand message I am 
trying to convey to my photography and education clients.  There are many options under 
here, so pick the one that fits your business the best.
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• You'll also be able to dial in your Contact Options under Public Business Information.  I chose 
Email, Phone, and Address because I want people to find me in all ways possible.  I have a 
commercial studio space, so I'm fine with people finding and seeing my address.  If you're 
not, you don't have to list it!


• If you're a business that takes reservations or integrates with sites like Acuity and Booksy, 
you can even add an Action button to your Contact methods, allowing people to book you 
right from your Profile!
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START TRACKING YOUR DATA NOW 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Why is this important?  Why start tracking data before you even have the account of your 
dreams?


Every success in my business can be tracked back to early analytics, tracking numbers and 
patterns before they had truly emerged.  I make decisions based on patterns and behavior, and 
I find it way easier to track things from the start instead of waiting until there are months or 
years of data and attempting to parse through it then.


SITES I LOVE for TRACKING

I have used Iconosquare for years to get super specific metrics and analytics on my account.  I 
love my daily email and weekly digest from them telling me how my account has grown.  I also 
use Socialblade, but not with the frequency that I do Iconosquare.


For shortened URLs I love Bitly


To draft posts and create a post library, I love Later.  It allows me to create posts from my 
desktop and post them later from my phone.


https://pro.iconosquare.com/
https://socialblade.com/
https://bitly.com/
https://later.com/
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INDIVIDUAL POST ANALYTICS

Did you know that you can track the data and analytics on each individual post you put up, not 
just your account itself? This will give you great insight into what posts resonate with your 
audience, and which do not.


Under each post, you can click on View Insights.
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Clicking on that will reveal a set of confusing-appearing "insights."  What do they mean?


• Heart: This is the number of likes the image has received.

• Speech bubble: These are the number of comments.

• Paper airplane: This is the number of times someone has sent your post somewhere, 

whether they shared it in a DM or added it to their own story.

• Ribbon: The number of times someone has saved your post.

• Profile visits: The number of people who visited your profile.

• Reach: How many of your followers/potential followers were "reached" by this post.
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If you scroll further down under these individual post analytics, you'll see some more data:


If you really want to know how people are finding your post, this is where you'll want to look. 
For everyone who says "hashtags don't work", here is your proof that they do!  


Actions are the, well, actions that people take after seeing your post.  For example, in the post 
above 207 people visited my website and one person clicked to view my website.
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Under that, you get more data.


• Follows: People who followed you from seeing this one particular post.

• Home: People who saw the post just from scrolling their feed.

• Search & Explore: This will show up if someone found you on the Explore page.

• Profile: People who found your post from starting at your profile page, not just by scrolling 

their feed.

• Location: If this shows up, it will tell you people who saw your post from a location feed.

• Hashtags: People who found the post via a hashtag search or scroll.

• Other: This one is a tricky one.  The elusive other section covers posts that users have 

shared using direct messages, saved posts, posts you’re mentioned in or tagged in, etc.  It's 
every other way your post can be referenced or shared other than the ones above.


Why does all of this matter?  Well, it helps you figure out what content resonates with your 
audience.  It will help you see what types of posts they save, share, and comment on.  This will 
help you better tailor your message to them in the future.
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ACCOUNT ANALYTICS

I love looking into my account Analytics.  It gives me great joy to see the numbers lining up and 
to see what resonates with my audience.  But how do you read those Analytics?


In the top right of your Profile screen, tap on the three lines and then tap on Insights.  The 
important takeaways of this information for me are:




The Content tab tells me how my Feed Posts and Stories are doing.  I can quickly see the 
engagement on each image at the top of my Feed, and with one glance I can tell which images 
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resonated most with the audience.  My most recent posts are ordered by the number of times 
they were viewed by my audience, so it's a super simple layout to get the "what was the most 
popular post recently?" question answered.


I can then dig into those posts and see why they were ranked as highly as they were.  For the 
first image, it was because it got a large number of likes and a very large engagement in the 
comments.  That pushed it to be viewed by more people, thus resulting in a higher number. 
Engagement really DOES affect how the images are shown!


I also learn a lot from the Activity tab.  I can see how many people interacted with my Profile. 
For example, in this past week 64 people clicked over to my website, 11 people looked for 
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directions, and one person called me.  I love being able to see how many actions are taken this 
week versus other weeks, and how my Profile visits go up and down based on my activity.


I also love the rest of the Activity tab because it tells me how many accounts I'm reaching this 
week per day.  I can cross-reference that data with what I posted on those days and figure out 
what has been driving the engagement.  Was it me commenting more?  Engaging more? 
Writing a better caption?  Excellent use of hashtags?  Over time, the data reveals patterns that 
you can trust.


I love data.  Have I mentioned that to you before?  I do.
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The Audience tab is also a treasure trove of helpful information.


The first thing you'll see under your Audience tab is your basic account information.  You'll see 
how many followers you currently have, and how many you've gained in the past week.


You'll see your growth (and you can look at the posts, too), and this is where I'm going to make 
you stop.


Do not freak out about people unfollowing you. 
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I'm concerned with the cumulative number.  For example, this week 254 new people followed 
me.  I have a cumulative new following of 181 people.  That means that 73 people decided to 
stop following me.


WHY?  WHY DID THEY DO THAT? 

Here are a bunch of reasons that you might lose followers:


• Someone is using the creepy "follow/unfollow" method.  They followed you, you didn't follow 
them back, so they unfollowed you.


• Instagram did a purge of bot/spam/scam accounts that follow you based on bot apps, 
hashtag searches, or because you tagged a picture somewhere a spam account was 
following.  I know you didn't do anything to make these accounts follow you, they just find 
you sometimes and Instagram gets rid of them in huge sweeps.


• You bought followers.  Surprise surprise, a lot of purchased followers are those bot/scam/
spam accounts.  They'll get lost in purges eventually, so if I haven't already convinced you to 
not buy followers, DO NOT BUY FOLLOWERS.


• You posted too much and someone didn't like it.

• You didn't post enough and someone didn't like it.

• Someone didn't like the picture you posted today.

• Someone wrote you a comment and you didn't respond, they got mad, and left.

• You're trying too hard to "sell" and your posts appear spammy.

• Your content isn't resonating with someone in your audience.

• Your images or image editing is sloppy.

• You go off topic a lot in ways that aren't engaging.

• You share your political beliefs and someone doesn't like it.

• You share your religious beliefs and someone doesn't like it.

• The person following you was in your industry or interested in your industry and isn't 

anymore.


Do you see?  There are SO MANY REASONS that you might lose followers.  What do I want 
you to do about it?


NOTHING.


That's right, you're not to worry about it at all.  Followers come and go.  Numbers are just 
vanity metrics.  Make sure that you're running the account you want and staying true to 
yourself as a person and a business, and ignore the unfollows. You'll make yourself crazy trying 
to second guess them!
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Scrolling further down, your Audience tab reveals more fun data that you can use and learn 
from.  For example, I know that I am followed by a LOT of bot accounts - there isn't much I can 
do about that.  I get a lot of followers from Mumbai and Hyderabad, and it's just because of my 
large presence and hashtag use.  I don't stress about that much - I can see that most of my 
audience is coming from my local city and state, which means my efforts locally are paying off 
THE MOST.


I also love knowing the Age Range data.  Why?  As I formulate Instagram Ads (more on that 
later!) I know that I want to target my efforts in the age ranges that follow my Profile the most. 
Why would I waste ad money on a 45-54 age range if that's not my audience?  
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Likewise, if I'm striving for that 45-54 age range and I'm not getting an Audience there, I know 
that I need to do more to reach those prospective clients.




I don't use the Gender section of the Audience tab much, but this might be helpful info for you 
and your business.  The part that IS helpful to me here is the activity time of my audience.


I can see that on a Tuesday my audience is most active at 12pm.  I can go day by day, hour by 
hour to see when my viewers are most active.  While this helps me plan when to post and how 
to optimize those posts, it also tells me other things.  For example, when my audience is 
browsing Instagram it might be a GREAT time to:
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• Respond to leads

• Write back to emails

• Send out that album promotion email for the holiday season

• Drop new content on my website

• ...see what I mean?


Knowledge is power. 

Use your Analytics to understand how your audience is interacting with your account.  Take 
that data and tweak it, experiment with it, and find the patterns.  This will help you learn when 

and how to engage, and the who that you're engaging with!


WHY DOES ALL OF THIS MATTER?

If you're not paying attention to who is currently viewing your feed, you could be doing any of 
the following things:


• Targeting an entirely incorrect audience.

• Pushing people towards your website who aren't qualified leads.

• Posting too much - or not enough.

• Posting when your audience isn't active.

• Writing the wrong caption copy.

• And a million other things!
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WHO ARE YOU ONLINE, ANYHOW? 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Even if you're a business, Instagram is a personal endeavor. You're sharing your work and your 
life with the world. You’re opening up your doors and yourself to a large audience.


And it's a personal thing.


WHAT DO YOU WANT?

I use Instagram to get my prospective clients to trust me.


I use it to establish myself as a source of information, warmth and caring.


I use it to share my work and my world with them.


Without knowing what you want, you'll flounder from post to post, wondering if what you're 
sharing is working for your audience - and if it's working for you.


Why are you using Instagram?  What do you want to get out of it?  Really take the time to sit 
with that thought for a while.  Journal about it. Take a long walk and think about it, and then 
think about it again.  Why this platform?  What's in it for you?


But knowing that isn't enough.  You also have to know about your clients. 


WHAT DOES YOUR AUDIENCE WANT?

In a nutshell, your clients want you to solve problems for them.  Problems they might not even 
know they have.  They want you to be a trusted resource.  For example, if you're a wedding 
photographer and a prospective client reaches out to you, what problems are you solving for 
them right away?


• They need a photographer.

• They need to know what the photographer costs.

• They need to know how to book you.

• They need to know how to craft their timeline.

• ...and so forth


Believe it or not, your audience doesn't care about your work, not really.  YES, to stand out you 
really do need to have great work.  But it's more than that.


Your audience cares about how you will make their problem solved.  They care that your 
excellent wedding work will give them great wedding pictures.  They need to see themselves in 
what you offer.  They want to see themselves in your work, in your world, as a part of your 
business family.  They want to trust you.  They want to feel like they're entering into a business 
relationship with a company that has a beating heart - a real one, not one covered in fake 
online "authenticity."


This isn't a course about figuring out what your audience wants or figuring out HOW to give it 
to them.  This is a lot of work that needs to be done when creating your business and your 
entire marketing message.  I highly suggest a deep dive into the book Building a Story Brand to 
help you out! 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COMPETITION IS NOT A DIRTY 
WORD 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WHY?

I hear so many creatives who are afraid to utter the word "competition", hiding behind a rising 
tide lifts all ships and community over competition.


Of course, we're a community.  I'm part of the photography community, and it's ferociously 
tight-knit.  If one of our own is hurt or hurting, we come together in beautiful ways.  We take 
care of each other, we look out for each other.  We help and mentor and nurture.  But we're 
also all still up for the same jobs, and you have to understand that.


YOU CAN COMPETE WHILE STILL BEING IN A 
COMMUNITY

Analyzing your competition and what they do right (and wrong!) isn't sleazy or unethical.


However, let me set a few things straight.  What you're never going to do is:


• Make up a fake email and "secret shop" another creative.

• Pretend to be a customer in their store when you're not just to get information.


You can obtain a lot of info about how your competitors work without secret shopping them. 


Just don't do it!
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IDENTIFYING YOUR COMPETITORS

For me, it's pretty easy to know who my competitors are: they are photographers that I lose 
jobs to.  I know who they are because I ask prospective clients who they hire when they don't 
hire me.  I keep my eyes and ears open and see what people are saying, who they're working 
with, and what venues they're at.  Over time it's easy to see who is your direct competitor, but 
that's not to say a little analysis isn't always in order.


How can you figure out precisely who your competitors are?


Who do your followers follow?  Take a look through their followers and see who also occupies 
that niche you're trying to dominate.


Track hashtags: who else is using the hashtags you're using? 
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Here's another helpful tip: when you identify a competitor, click on the little arrow next to the 
Contact button on their Profile.  A dropdown will open up and show you other "similar" 
accounts that you might want to follow.  When you look at my profile, you're suggested to 
follow MagMod, DVLOP, and Two Mann.


I post about MagMod and tag them a lot, same with DVLOP : it makes sense that Instagram 
would suggest them to you.  But Two Mann?  They're wedding photographers: so am I.  They 
shoot destination weddings: so do I.  They speak and teach: so do I.  Therefore, they could 
very well be considered a competitor of mine.


Do you think that I don't already know this?  I do.  Do you think I've been keeping an eye on 
them for years and seeing what is and isn't working for them?  OF COURSE I HAVE.  I love 
Lanny and Erika, they're wonderful humans, but I'd be dumb if I didn't acknowledge that we 
play on a similar field and there is a lot that I can learn from how they interact on and use 
Instagram.


GET FACEBOOK TO STRAIGHT UP TELL YOU 
WHO YOUR COMPETITORS COULD BE

Go to Facebook and type in your exact industry into the search bar.  Since I'm a wedding 
photographer, I'll type in "wedding photographers."  Then click on Pages, and navigate to the 
left of the page to click on Local Business or Place.


This will show you who your direct local businesses are, and from there you can dive into their 
Instagram accounts to see if they are truly actual competitors of yours.


HEY, GOOGLE

If you're still searching for competitors, hit up Google the old fashioned way and SEARCH.  


If you're a photographer, look and see who is listed on The Knot or Wedding Wire near you.


If you're a restaurant, look up restaurants on Google maps.


You look up all kinds of things on Google all the time, this is no exception.  Sometimes the 
simplest search results in the biggest results.  It's not always about a deep-dive through some 
obscure social media tracking site, sometimes it's just typing in "Brooklyn wedding 

photographers" into Google and taking it from there!


DO A SWOT ANALYSIS

A...what now?


SWOT = strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats. 
 
Take the competitors that you consider to be your biggest competition.  Dig deep into their 
Instagram accounts.  Fall down the rabbit hole, now is the time!  What you want to know is the 
following:
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1. Strengths: What are they good at?  Are they exceptionally funny?  Do they have a cohesive 
theme with how they edit their images and curate their feed?  Are they political?  Are they 
timely?  Do they promote their business in a voice that you admire, and that works for 
them?  Are they doing something new and groundbreaking with the way they post, edit, or 
interact with customers?  Do they respond to comments with genuine engagement?  Look 
at the other accounts they follow: how do they interact with them?


2. Weaknesses: What are they not all that hot at?  Do they post too much?  Too little?  Do 
they constantly type "your" when you know they mean "you're?"  Do they talk to their 
commenters in a way that is brassy, abrasive, unhelpful?  Do they ignore comments 
entirely?  Are they too salesy?  Not salesy enough?


3. Opportunities: These are external factors that might give your competition a little bit of a 
leg up. Do they live in a hot new market?  Are the trends in your industry favoring their 
business?  You can't create an opportunity in the way that you can a strength. All you can 
do is be aware of it and see if you can likewise position yourself towards it.


4. Threats: What are they doing so well that you aren't doing so well...and can that hurt you? 
 Identify what they are and make a plan to improve them.


From there, just do some basic research.  You can track the results with a spreadsheet or 
database if you'd like.  Things I like to keep an eye on are:


• How often they post

• What times they post

• What content gets the most engagement with their followers

• How do they interact, and what engagement that results in

• What they write in their bios

• What types of images they post

• How they mix business with their personal life - or how they don't

• How they engage with other accounts


SITES I LOVE

If you want to delve way deep into the metrics of your competitor's sites, there are paid 
services you can use.  They're powerful and do amazing things, but proceed with caution: you 
can spend a lot of money and a lot of time tracking your competitors.  It can make you 
obsessed.  And that's not healthy for you or your business.  You have to make sure that the 
time you're spending and the money you're spending on competitor analysis data is actually 
returning on the investment.  If it's not, don't do it!


So much of this data can be found just by researching and taking notes, but if you want to 
make it a little easier, I suggest Social Insider.  It will allow you to add your competitors and 
track their followers, posts, likes, comments, engagement, and even top hashtags.


Other competition tracker sites are:


• Sprout Social

• Phlanx

• Social Blade

• Talkwalker


https://www.socialinsider.io/instagram-analytics
https://sproutsocial.com/features/social-media-analytics
https://phlanx.com/engagement-calculator
https://socialblade.com/
https://www.talkwalker.com/
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AT SOME POINT YOU HAVE TO STOP LOOKING 
AND BE YOURSELF

You can go way deep into the internet on a competitor researching mission, and sometimes it's 
hard to dig yourself out of that rabbit hole.  


But you have to.


If you're constantly looking at what others are doing and reacting to it, you're not acting.  


You're not leading, you're following.  


Use the information you gather and be true to yourself.  Lead with knowledge! 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POSTING AND SCHEDULING 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WHEN, WHERE, WHAT, AND HOW TO POST 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HOW DO YOU EVEN KNOW WHAT TO POST?  

It's an undeniable fact that the image you post is the most important thing.  Not when you 
posted it or how clever your caption, not what filter you used or what hashtags you chose.  The 
image is the first thing that people see, and it has to be strong enough to stop their scroll.  It 
has to be compelling enough to make them want to engage.


I've spent time testing what responds well to my audience, so I have a pretty decent idea of 
what will resonate.  The people who follow me tend to like:


• Dramatically lit images.

• Theatrical compositions that tell a strong story.


When I am pulling images from sessions to post, I know that images that fit either of those 
criteria (bonus points if it fits both!) will do well, resulting in a lot of engagement and comments.


Based on my time spend on Instagram, I also know that images where faces are very visible 
and a prominent focal point of the image also do well. Close-up portraits seem to be seen 
more than landscapes with small subjects.  Portraits tend to do better than unposed moments. 
Color seems to do better than black and white.


When choosing images to post, I generally stick to a "few for you, one for me" method.  That 
means that I post several images in a row, over a period of days, that I know will resonate well 
with my audience.  Then I'll post a "wild card" image, one that I have NO CLUE how my 
followers will react.  Sometimes it does really, really well.  Sometimes it tanks and no one 
engages.


By sticking to this sort of posting schedule I know that one "bad" post won't ruin my 
engagement overall.  If I post a bunch of "wild card" images in a row and they all do badly, my 
engagement will start to slowly taper off, as Instagram starts to think that the images I'm 
sharing just aren't what people want to see.  They'll slowly show my account to less of my 
following, which is not something that I want!


I also keep an eye on what my competition is posting.  I have to make sure that images that I 
choose are stronger than theirs!  


If you're not sure what your audience wants to see, start tracking the results of what you're 
posting and varying up the types of images that you post.  See what gets you the most 
engagement.  See what people don't respond to.  Use that data to help tailor your posts in the 
future.


WHAT ABOUT PERSONAL IMAGES?  OR IMAGES 
NOT RELATING TO MY MAIN BRAND/OFFERING?

I choose to not post personal images to my Instagram feed because it's not part of my 
marketing plan, but this is where you have to do what is right for YOU.  I keep personal things 
in my Stories.


I know that you want me to tell you what is right, what Instagram wants, and what will get you 
the most engagement.  But I can't tell you that, because your business and your brand 
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message is YOURS. Not mine.  If you're not sure what you like and what resonates most with 
your audience, try it out.  Float a few personal posts into your feed and see what the response 
is.  See how you feel about it.  Do you like sharing your personal life?  I don't - but you might!


I also post everything that I do.  While I'm primarily a wedding photographer, I also photograph 
headshots, dancers, theatre portraits, commercial work, families, etc.  I will share those images 
in my feed so that prospective clients can see the scope of the work that I do - I think it's 
important.


I do not break up what I do in separate accounts.  I don't have one account for weddings and 
one for headshots and one for portraits, and so forth.  I find that concentrating my efforts 
on one account for my studio has gotten me the best results.


PREPARING MY IMAGES TO POST

I don't crop my images to squares.  I keep my landscape images in their native format, but 
crop verticals to an 8x10 crop ratio in order to meet the Instagram requirements for a vertical 
image.  From there, I add a watermark to my images using a Lightroom export preset.
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Before exporting, I crop the image using the Develop module of Lightroom.
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Then I make sure I have my watermark set up.  This is how I've got it set in Lightroom if you 
want to set one up in a similar way!  I go back and forth on watermarking my images, but since 
I've done it for years and it's a simple step when I export, I haven't stopped.


Then I export the image into a specific folder in the client workflow folder.  This folder is called 
"small for Instagram."  I do this to make sure that I don't accidentally write over the main image 
in an important folder!  You can see my export preset for Instagram above.  I add the 
watermark, size down the image, and it's ready to go!


WHAT IS YOUR PEAK POSTING TIME?

You'll have to use your account for a while to truly trust all of the analytics and data points, but 
learning your peak posting times is a crucial step of engagement success.  


If you're a business account, your Insights will tell you when your audience is most active.  Go 
to Insights/Audience and scroll down to where it says Followers.  You'll see when most of your 
followers are active by day of the week and time of day.
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You can see by the graphic above that my followers are most active on Tuesdays at noon.  This 
is important to know because I can tell that if I post at 6pm my engagement will automatically 
be less than if I post at noon.
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I can also see that my engagement is pretty much the same every day of the week by clicking 
on Days. You might see that you have more engagement on some days and less on others, 
and at some times and less at others.


Why does this matter?


Part of the elusive Insta "algorithm" involves figuring out how many people want to see your 
picture at any given time.  When your images garner quick likes and comments, Insta shows it 
to MORE people.  They're assuming that your rapid popularity of an image means that more 
people in your audience will want to see it, so they show it to more people.


You might be rolling your eyes at this and thinking So it's all just a numbers game?  Well, yes. 
And no.  But think about it for a second: why would Instagram want to show something to a 
bunch of people that no one wants to see?  They have to have some kind of metric to 
determine what is going to resonate with an audience, and that metric is engagement.


By knowing when your audience is primed to be most active, you're planning to release 
content during that time.  It would be like a holiday sale: would you email your clients at 3 am 
about an album sale?  No, of course not - no one is really at their computer ready to buy an 
album at that time.  So why would you put Instagram posts into the world at any other time 
than when the most eyes are ready to see it?


I tinker with my posting time a lot: if I mostly post at noon, are people now just primed to see 
my posts at noon?  I experiment with posting at other times of the day, and I track that data 
loosely to see what the results are.  I have found that I do get the most engagement by trusting 
when Instagram tells me that my audience is the most active, and I have seen discernibly 
different engagement results when conforming to those time slots


HOW DO YOU ACTUALLY CREATE A POST?

A lot of Instagram users love just creating posts straight from their app.  It's easy, you can do it 
on the go, and it takes no time at all.


Well, it takes no time if you're writing something short and easy.  Since most of my posts are a 
bit more long-form and complicated, trying to format them on a tiny phone screen is a waste of 
time and energy.  I also prefer to have a LIBRARY of posts that I can choose from, so I need a 
service to help me do that.


I use a website/app called Later for all of my Instagram posts.  Later is a paid service, but I 
have found that the return on that investment has been huge for my productivity and efficiency. 
 My post-event workflow involves the creation of several posts in a row, so doing them all at 
once and keeping them in one library is a major thing that helps keep my social media 
presence not such a huge time suck.  Anything that I can do to get back any amount of time in 
my life is a welcome tool!


Later is very easy to set up, and even easier to use.  


Simply click Upload Media from your desktop or laptop web browser and choose the images 
that you'd like to upload.  (* note: mine are all sized to 2500 px on the longest side, not that it 

https://bitly.com/
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really matters.  My horizontal images are in their native 4x6 format, and my vertical images are 
cropped to an 8x10 crop ratio so that they fill the space perfectly).


From there, click on the image you want to create a post for and click the blue Create Post 
button.




That's it!  Now you can write the body of your caption under the Post Caption heading. You 
can use the return key (which you can't use on your phone app!) to create space breaks, take 
your time writing out your text, and leisurely create content all from your laptop or desktop.


I choose to manually post my posts from Later, even though there is an option to have them 
automatically published for you.  I want to choose what I post and when, so it makes no sense 
to have Later post on my behalf.  Also, the phone app is so easy to use that posting is a cinch - 
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and since I'm going to be tagging other accounts when I make each post, I want to do it at the 
time of the post, not later after it was automatically posted for me.


I know that some people say they have no problem with engagement when automated services 
post or schedule posts for them, but I have.  Even when I let Instagram itself schedule a post 
for me, engagement dropped down.  You'll have to do your research to determine if this is true 
for you, but it was certainly true (and remains true) for me. 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SHORT VS. LONG FORM CAPTIONS
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Instagram is a very visual platform.  It's super easy to say "What I write doesn't matter, what 
images I POST is what will stop the scroll and make someone engage."


There is validity to that.  Yes, the scroll is easy to stop when you post a jaw-dropping image. 
That's not enough to get someone to take the time out of their busy day to really engage in a 
way that's not just a double-tap like. Great images will get you likes, but they won't get you an 
engaged community.


Using your captions like micro-blogs can open up the voice of your brand to your audience in a 
compelling way.


Creatives like to share their work, but to talk about it?  That's where many fail.  Here are some 
great thoughts for captions that can drive your engagement through the roof:


TELL STORIES

People love to hear stories.  How can you tell an effective story in an Instagram caption?


• Talk about how the image (or product shown) was made.  You can do this to engage others 
who work in the same field as you do: for example, photographers can talk about how an 
image was lit, staged, directed, etc. Other creatives can talk about how their art was created. 


• Talk about your inspiration behind the image shared.  Why did you take it?  What is it of? 
 What inspired you to share this image on this day?


• Talk about the subjects in the photograph. Why are they in the image?  What was happening 
that day? 


• Talk personally about why the image you shared is meaningful to you.


Think about the basics: who, what, where, when, and why.  Think about the photo you share as 
the WHAT - it's the visual representation.  Use the story to convey the who, the where, the 
when, and the why.  Provide context for the amazing image you just shared!


I like to write my captions in the way that I talk.  I'm a little irreverent, a little melodramatic, a 
whole lot theatrical.  This is reflected in the conversational tone that I take, not just in life, but in 
writing. Stay away from sounding super formal.  You want the reader to hear your voice.


Don't forget to talk to your audience, not at your audience.  If you're conversational with them 
in your writing, they'll be more inspired to talk back to you in comments and messages.


For an excellent example of story posts, check out Humans of New York.


PROMOTE YOURSELF

We're all on Instagram to sell.  We're selling ourselves and our art.  And yes, sometimes you're 
going to have to promote yourself.  You can discuss upcoming new projects.  You can talk 
about new products you're going to offer.  You can talk about upcoming sales and promotions 
for your products and/or services.  Bonus points if you can wrap in a story and an emotional 
hook to your caption!


Promoting yourself can be as simple as "Check our stories for more," "Double tap if you 
agree!" "Tag a friend who would totally back me up here," or "Link in bio for more info."


https://www.instagram.com/humansofny/?hl=en
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Yes, we're creatives.  But we're also in business.  We need to remember that promoting 
ourselves is just another form of a call to action!  We want people to contact us.  We want them 
to hire us.  Sometimes we need to tell them just how to do that!


BLATANTLY ATTEMPT TO GET PEOPLE TO TALK 
TO YOU

People will not respond to your caption unless you ask them to.  People respond to calls to 
action, and one of the most basic is "Can you answer this question?"


Examples of this could be:


1. A rainy day wedding photo: "Would you be upset if it rained on your wedding day?  Why or 
why not?"  or "Would you be down for going outside in your wedding clothes in the rain?"


2. A picture of shoes on a wedding day: "Tag the designer you'd love to wear on your 
wedding day and tell me why!"


3. A picture of yourself: "Do you hate being on the other side of the camera as much as I do?"

4. A picture of a couple in the snow: "Winter is my favorite season, but most of my friends 

think I'm ridiculous.  So tell me: are you a winter or a summer person?"


I always struggle with asking questions that aren't such quick-grab attempts at engagement.  I 
can smell inauthenticity a mile away. If I'm going to ask a question in a caption, it's because 
I want to know the answer.  I can't ask questions just to ask them!  They have to be on-brand, 
relevant, and true to the way that I speak.


Don't be afraid to be yourself and infuse your own sense of humor into the questions that you 
ask.


Also, be careful that every single post isn't such an attempt at this kind of engagement.  I like 
to sprinkle in my "question captions" with my "story captions" to make a more diverse feed.


You can also ask questions that have NOTHING to do with your post.  These questions can be 
more about getting to know your audience.  I find that these posts also help your audience get 
to know each other, which strengthens your community.  These questions can be as simple as 
"Where are you from?" or "If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be?"


PUSH FOR ACTIONS THAT WILL INCREASE 
ENGAGEMENT

This dovetails with what I wrote above about blatantly starting a conversation.


To Instagram, engagement is key.  That's really the secret to this mystical algorithm: Instagram 
loves engagement. What do you want people to do in order to drive that engagement?


• Answer your questions.

• Talk to you in the comments - with you talking back!

• DM'ing you.

• Sharing your posts in their own stories, or by sharing them with friends via DM.
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• Saving your posts.

• Tell your audience to turn on notifications for your posts.


If you want your audience to do any of these things, tell them to!


EDUCATE YOUR AUDIENCE

An Instagram caption is an excellent opportunity to educate your clients.  If you're a wedding 
photographer, your captions could cover:


• The best time of day for wedding portraits.

• Why this particular room in this image is a great place for getting-ready on a wedding day, 

and what things you should look for when choosing your own getting-ready space.

• How to take the stress out of family formal photo time.

• How uplighting can change the look of your reception.

• Why a timeline is important - for example, you could showcase a great image and talk about 

how that day's timeline allowed the clients to go to a location for portraits that was super 
important to them 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Think about the questions your audience will have for you. Think about problems you can solve 
for them.  How can you make their day easier?  How can you make the photography process 
better?  Instagram captions are a great way to drop bits of helpful info like this.  They'll educate 
your audience.  They'll also establish you as a trusted expert in your field.


This is a good example of an education post.  I talk about how I will always go above and 
beyond to make new images in familiar places for my clients.  This inspires trust in me and 
establishes me as the person who can make these images.  I've educated and instilled trust at 
the same time.
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IT'S OKAY TO HAVE SHORT FORM CAPTIONS, 
TOO!


Sometimes an image is so powerful that it doesn't need a long story.  Sometimes your feed 
needs a visual word break.  Sometimes you can convey just what you want to say in a few 
words - so do it!  Don't feel like every post has to be a novel.  Some of my favorite captions are 
sassy one-liners or Just.  A.  Few.  Words. 


The image above is just titled "Cheers, baby."  Short and sweet and very to the point!
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This one is also short and humorous and to the point.  "Thank you, 100% chance of rain." 
That's something I wouldn't normally say - who likes it to be raining during a photoshoot? - but 
in this case, it allowed me to make the image I shared.


SOME MORE TIPS ON CAPTIONS

• Use line breaks to visually interrupt long captions.  I know it seems like you can't use the 

return/enter key on Instagram, but you can if you go to the NUMERICAL keyboard.  (I know, 
isn't that weird?)
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• Use emojis to emphasize line breaks, or as bullets in a list.

• Occasionally add a custom font to a caption from https://igfonts.io/

• If you struggle with writing long-form captions, dictate them!  I find that I'm much more 

conversational when dictating to my phone or my computer.  This will allow you to "write" in 
your actual conversational voice.


• Think about weekly themes. If you struggle with what to write "Tips Tuesday" or "Way Back 
Wednesday" could be a recurring theme in your feed. 


• Really, really struggling for a caption?  Hit up a quote that relates to what you just posted. 
 Be sure to attribute the quote to the author! 

• Your first sentence really needs to capture attention.  If you're writing a short-form caption, 
you're all set.  If you're writing a long-form one, though?  Make sure your very first sentence 
is compelling enough to make people want to keep reading!


https://igfonts.io/
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DON’T FORGET THE GEOTAG
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What is geotagging?  Geotagging is simply telling Instagram where you took the picture that 
you're sharing.


Whether or not you're posting from Later or from your phone itself, this is what it looks like 
when you go to create a post.  The geotagging comes in where the prompt to "Add Location" 
shows up below.


Simply tap on that and type in where you're at.  I like to geotag venues specifically, not just 
cities or towns or neighborhoods.  For example, if I'm at Philadelphia's Downtown Club, that's 
what I'm geotagging - not Philadelphia, not Center City, nothing but the name of the venue 
itself.


*note: Before you do post, take a quick look on Instagram for the specific geotag.  Sometimes 
venues or locations show up two or three times under different spellings or iterations of the 
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name, and you want to make sure you've got the RIGHT spot.  Just do an Instagram search for 
the venue in your search tab and click on "places" at the top.  If a venue/location has multiple 
tags, click through each one to see which has the most posts/most recent posts. It will help 
you find the right spot to tag!


Geotagging absolutely helps improve your reach.  A few comments about this feature:


• Potential wedding clients have found me many times by simply looking up the tag for their 
venue and scrolling pictures that were tagged there.


• Don't tag venues that you weren't actually at.  Instagram isn't dumb and will know if you're 
pretending that you're somewhere when you're not. 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ALL ABOUT HASHTAGS 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TAKE A WANDER THROUGH THE SEARCH BAR

There are two things that you need to think about when looking up and researching hashtags:


1. The TOP POST section

2. The RECENT POST section


The TOP POST section shows only the very top posts for any specific hashtag.  The RECENT 
POST shows everything that was just posted using that hashtag.


I use the TOP POST section for research a lot.  I like to analyze the images that are there and 
try to figure out what got them there.  I analyze the accounts, how they post, how they engage 
and comment, and how they craft their captions.  There is a lot to learn from the TOP POST 
section of any given hashtag, so when you're mindlessly scrolling Instagram before bed take a 
leisurely stroll through your few favorite hashtags and see what you can learn from the TOP 
POST images.


CHOOSE HASHTAGS WISELY

When I look at the hashtags that I put on a post, they fall into separate categories and serve 
separate purposes.


I've read, researched, and listened to podcasts and audiobooks about hashtags.  I've spent 
years figuring out what works for me and what doesn't.  And here is how I plan mine out:


1. Venue-based information.  As a wedding photographer, this is a big one for me.  For 
example.  If I work at Oheka Castle, I could do: #ohekacastle, #ohekacastlewedding, 
#ohekacastleweddings, #ohekacastleweddingphotographer, 
#ohekacastleweddingphotography, #ohekacastleweddingphotos.  You get the idea.  I can 
go on and on, but I DON'T.  I'll use one that's really popular, and one that isn't.


2. Geographic information + what I do there.  I live in New York, a wedding takes place in 
New York, and I'm a #nycweddingphotographer.  If I go to Connecticut to shoot a wedding 
in Hartford, I can use #connecticutweddingphotographer and 
#hartfordweddingphotographer and even #hartfordconnecticutweddingphotographer.  


3. The "what is this?" hashtag.  These describe what the picture I actually took is OF.  I'm 
going to Iceland to shoot an elopement next week, you bet I've done my research on 
#icelandelopement and #icelandelopementphotographer and #adventureelopement and 
#adventureelopementphotographer!  Use this group of hashtags to describe your 
#eventpainting or your #custombroochbouqet.  Be literal.  If someone is searching 
Instagram for the thing you're showing, what would they type into the search bar?


4. Branded hashtags.  I know a lot of people love these, but I use them really sparingly.  I find 
that I get a lot of bot/spam followers and comments when I use things like #stylemepretty 
or #dirtybootsandmessyhair.  Take the time to really, really research your branded hashtags 
and use them carefully - and only when really applicable!


* note: How do I know what hashtags are "popular?"  I search for them!  When you look up a 
hashtag you can see how many times it's been used. I want to make sure to use large and 
small ones to optimize my chances of being found in both big and small ways.
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See here?  I started simply typing in "wedding photography" into a comment and it started 
making suggestions.  #weddingphotography has 25.8M posts: what do you think my chances 
are of getting seen there?  With the volume of posts cascading through that hashtag my 
chances are basically nothing.  #weddingphotographer has less, at 15.6M, but that's still WAY 
too many.  


So I dialed it down and searched again, starting with "wedding photojournalism."  That led me 
to #weddingphotojournalistic, which only has about 500+ posts.  See how this research can 
help?  I have a spreadsheet of hashtags that I love and their popularity level so that I can mix 
and match them as needed.
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CLIMBING THE HASHTAG LADDER

I've been reading about and studying the hashtag ladder theory for a few years now, and I have 
to say that it actually works.


The theory behind this "ladder" is that you should have a set of hashtags that range from easy 
and small to very large and popular.  By ranking for smaller ones you can "ladder up" to bigger 
ones, then bigger ones, then much bigger ones.


How do you do this?  For example, here is a very short hashtag ladder:
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What did I do here?


1. Create a spreadsheet with two columns: the hashtag and the number of posts that it has

2. Do a lot of research!  Find hashtags that would apply to you and your work that span a 

range of usage times.  I suggest starting between 100-250,000 times, but you have to find 
the right number to work for you.


3. Start utilizing the tags at the bottom of the ladder until you rank easily for them.  Then start 
"climbing" it by working up...and up...and up until you rank for the top hashtags.


4. Mix and match to find your best combinations for effective reach.


You can also create a ladder based on your likes. 

This method looks like this:


1. Use 5-7 hashtags that are 25-30% below your average likes

2. Use 5-7 hashtags that are very close to your average likes

3. Use 5-7 hashtags that are 25-30% above your average likes


So for an account with an average like of 100 per post, your 30% would be 30.


30% below that is 70 (100-30)


30% above that is 130 (100 +30)


This is a tough ladder to climb when your like count is low, but it becomes much easier to 
utilize when you grow your engagement and your like count starts to skyrocket.


WHERE TO PUT THESE HASHTAGS, ANYHOW?

In the caption?  First comment?  Why would I do either?


I prefer (and this is just my opinion based on my own tests) to put my hashtags in the first 
comment.  Why?  It keeps the caption itself clear and to the point.  It doesn't muddy it up with 
things that essentially bait for prospective viewers.


You could bury them under a bunch of line breaks in your caption, but why?  It still dilutes the 
caption's message, and it doesn't do anything to help you out.  As long as you get those 
hashtags in the first comment  IMMEDIATELY after posting your caption, you're fine.  Don't 
wait, have them ready and post them instantly.


SAVING EVENT or CLIENT SPECIFIC HASHTAGS

I use a program called Tave to run my studio.  It helps me manage leads, book clients, stay on 
top of my workflow, and much more.  Every single time I book an event, the clients get a 
worksheet in the months leading up to the actual session date.  One of the things I learn from 
that worksheet is who the other vendors on the day will be, which allows me to go ahead and 
search their Instagram and add it to their contact card along with any custom hashtags they 
use for their business!


https://tave.com/join/susan-stripling
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Every time I photograph a wedding I run a Tave-based automation that collects the hashtags 
and Instagram profiles that I have saved in each contact card and emails them to me as a 
social media starting point for the job.


I realize that not everyone here is a wedding photographer or uses a CRM to manage their 
business.


That's where good old Excel or Numbers come in!  I also love a cloud-based database system 
called Airtable.  You can easily track custom hashtags and Profiles in a simple database or 
spreadsheet system for easy use late.


When I go to a wedding or a session, I take notes.  I write down collaborators and vendors that 
I might not have been informed about before.  I pull them all together into one document per 
event that I can store in my CRM or spreadsheet to access at any time.  Here is an example of 
what one particular wedding looked like when I pulled together all of my collaborator's Profiles 
and hashtags:




It's super easy to organize this information in a spreadsheet.  You can arrange Profiles by type 
of vendor, season, type of event, etc.  Then you can mix and match as needed.  I find that 
organizing this information outside of Instagram means that I spend way less time hunting and 
searching through my Following list inside Instagram!


For example, what if I mostly photograph headshots?  I could keep a spreadsheet that lists out 
every single hashtag that I could possibly use for a headshot session.  Same with a newborn. 
Or fall mini sessions.  Or custom artwork for painting clients.  Or interior decorating ideas, if 
that is my field of expertise.  Then I can mix and match those hashtags as needed for different 
posts, bundle them together for use in bulk, etc.


*note: Tave users, there is a template for the social media automation in the templates library 
of Tave itself.  I highly recommend it, it's what I based mine on and I use it for every event that I 
photograph.


https://airtable.com/invite/r/bZxHfvjT
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FINDING NEW HASHTAGS

Getting stuck in a rut and want to find some new hashtags?  Hop over to your Explore tab and 
let's start searching.


1. Type in a keyword

2. Tap on the Tags column at the top of the page

3. Choose a hashtag

4. You'll find yourself on a page of images that have used that particular hashtag

5. Look at the top of the screen for the small Related bar of new hashtags to consider


See how that works?  This search shows me that related hashtags to 


• #newyorkweddingphotographer can be:

• #nycweddingphotographer

• #nyweddingphotographer

• #brooklynwedding

• #newyorkbride

• ...and more


I've found this to be a super useful search function to help brainstorm new hashtags that I 
might want to add to my arsenal.
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WHAT IS YOUR COMPETITION DOING?

Don't forget about them!  I like to keep up with what other industry professionals and 
competitors are using for hashtags and see what I can learn from their successes (or lack 
thereof!)


THE LAW OF RECIPROCITY

According to Wikipedia: Reciprocity is a social norm of responding to a positive action with 
another positive action, rewarding kind actions. 

But what in the world does this have to do with hashtags?


Every time I post and use any hashtags, I go interact with those hashtags immediately after I 
post them.  I'll click hashtag by hashtag and like/comment on the top 10-15 images on each 
tag.  Don't go crazy and don't take forever, but do go do this - it helps.


Think about it: if someone also recently posted about, say, #nashvilleweddings, they're clearly 
interested in and invested in the subject matter.  It might be a florist.  A planner.  A venue. A 
guest at a wedding.  A groom buying his tux and posting about his fitting.  Sure, maybe 
another photographer (but we've talked about using Instagram to build your professional 
network, so don't let photographers deter you!)  That person posted about that subject, and so 
did you - go say hi!


Sometimes I'll see that the same person just put up ten pictures in a row with 
#nashvilleweddings, so I'm not going to comment on every single one: that's a waste of time. 
I'll like them all, and leave a comment on one.  


The law of reciprocity brings these people back to your feed to check out what YOU have done 
on that hashtag, and it might bring with it a new follower, fan, or even customer.  You never 
know.  I've seen real results by doing this, and it's worth the 5-10 extra minutes I spend after 
each post to do the work.


MORE NOTES ABOUT HASHTAGS

• Don't go overboard with them, or you'll look spammy.

• There is no magic number.  Do a deep dive on Google for the "right number of hashtags" and 

you'll find information that conflicts from day to day.  I try to stay somewhere between 5-20, 
usually right in that range.  Why?  It's what has worked for me, and it's my anecdotal 
evidence.
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MY POSTING WORKFLOW 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We've gone over analytics, talked about hashtags, and developed a strategy for engagement. 
That's awesome, but all that talk can leave you in front of your phone screen STILL unsure of 
how to start with a post.  This is my step by step process for creating a new post and the 
thought that goes behind it.


CHOOSING IMAGES

After every single wedding, portrait session, headshot session, creative session (okay, any time 
I take my camera anywhere and take pictures of anything) I pull images for social media.  This 
happens when I'm culling the images from the session.  My workflow for that, in a nutshell, is:


1. Download all of my cards

2. Backup the cards immediately to two separate external hard drives

3. Load all of the images at once into Photomechanic, sorting by capture time

4. Go image by image and rank them based on a star system: 1 is a keeper, 2 is a keeper for 

social media.  Images that I'm not using get zero stars.

5. When I get to the end of the images, I sort to only show the 1-2 star images.  I sort them to 

make the order better if needed, then rename all of them.

6. The 1-star images get moved to a Keepers folder.

7. The 2-star images get moved to a Social folder.

8. The Keepers folder gets sent out for post-production, while the Social folder is mine to edit 

at my leisure.

9. The Social images get loaded into Lightroom, edited, and exported (to a folder called Social 

Small) using a custom export preset that adds my logo to the bottom left corner.  Images 
are exported at 2500px on the longest side.  Horizontal images aren't cropped, but vertical 
images are cropped using the 8x10 crop ratio so as to fit within the Instagram guidelines for 
vertical images (I don't crop to square).


I pre-build all of my posts on my desktop/laptop using the Later website.  I go to Upload Media 
and add every single image in my Social Small folder so that all of them get added to my library 
at once.  From there, it's time to go image by image and create a post!


BEFORE YOU EVEN START: WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, THIS IS BEFORE THE 
WEDDING!

It's super helpful to be ready for anyone or any company that you'd like to tag in your post.  If 
you're a creative, this can be anyone associated with the making of your image, the tools that 
you used to create the art in the image, tag accounts that might want to feature your image, 
etc.


If you're a wedding photographer, I highly suggest that you take the time to learn everyone who 
will be associated with creating the wedding.  I send out a Wedding Day Worksheet to my 
clients about six weeks before the event, and part of that Worksheet is asking who their 
vendors are.  I get names for everyone from the caterer to the florist, and I take the time to look 
up their Instagram accounts.  (Tip: If you use Tave or a CRM that allows you to save job 
contacts in an address book, add their Instagram names to the address book.  This way you 
don't have to look them up every single time!)


https://home.camerabits.com/
https://www.mylavalu.com/
https://susanstripling.client-gallery.com/gallery/headshots-rothman
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I have that list going into the event, but then I keep my eye out for ones the client might not 
have told me about. For example, if there is a bride at my event and she told me who made her 
dress/where she got the dress, I'll have that prepared before the wedding.  But then I see she 
is wearing Jimmy Choo shoes, a David Yurman ring, and Cartier earrings.  I'll make a quick 
note of those so that I can find their Instagram names after the event and add them to my list!


Because tagging and mentioning other people and businesses are crucial to getting 
relationships started and the images spread around, this research is an important part of my 
strategy.


CREATING THE POST

As mentioned in When, where, and how to post, just click on your image and then Create Post. 
From here, I'm usually going to have two distinct sections to a post caption:


1. Something personal about the session, the people, the moment, or whatever I want.

2. Who is involved in the making of the image.


Take this post from a wedding earlier this summer as an example : 
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I chose a short form caption here, keeping it quick and easy because I had a long vendor list to 
get through.  (I also really like to break up short and long-form captions.)  Then I did a  . 
paragraph break and continued with the vendor list.  All I have to do then is click Save, and 
then the post is stored in my library both on the Later site and on the app on my phone.


This way of posting works for all Creatives, not just wedding photographers.  Whatever or 
whoever goes into the making of whatever you create, tag them in!  It doesn't matter if you're 
tagging two people or twenty, the growth of your account will be organic because it will be true 
to you and your business.


MANUALLY POSTING from LATER

I'm not paid to say nice things about Later, I just do it because this app has worked so well for 
me and my business for so many years!


When I'm ready to post, I just open my Later app on my phone, choose my post, and post it. 
Later will automatically open the image in Instagram, and you'll be on your way.


Once the image has been added and the caption loaded, then I geotag the image and get to 
the part that is the most annoying to me: the manual tagging of everyone involved in the 
creation of the image.  There is zero way to automatically do this unless you're letting Later 
publish FOR you (which I don't), so settle in for the long slow process of finding each 
person and tagging them in.  It's worth taking the time to do it, but it's the most tedious part for 
me.


Along with everyone actually mentioned in the post itself, I'll often add "behind the scenes 
tags" that can also show more who/what/where.  For example, in the image showed here, I 
used a Canon camera and processed it using my presets from DVLOP.  It's not as crucial for 
me to have them tagged in the actual image since my photography clients don't entirely care 
(nor should they!) what gear I used to make the image happen.  I'll tag @canonusa and 
@hellodvlop in the actual image tag.  


You can also tag feature accounts that you might want to share your image.  A lot of feature 
accounts will ask you to tag them to be considered, so keeping a running spreadsheet of those 
feature accounts would be helpful.  Feature accounts can include:


• @dreamweddingshots – #dreamweddingshots

•  @wedphotoinspiration

• @stylemepretty – #SMPShareYourStory

• @huffpostweddings – #HuffPostIDo

• @inspiredbythis – #everydayIBT


There are loads of feature accounts out there for every industry, so take the time to research 
ones that might fit you and your work.


ADDING THE HASHTAGS

Remember how I said that I like to put the relevant hashtags in the first comment?  How do I 
get those from my computer to my phone?


I hide them at the bottom of the pre-written Later post!  Like here, if you expanded the caption 
for the image above even further:


https://dvlop.com/shop/susan-stripling/the-show-series
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When I open the post in Later on my phone and manually post it, Later automatically saves the 
entire caption to your clipboard.  When you post it in the caption field on Instagram, simply 
copy/paste/delete the hashtags before you upload the post.  


Then immediately go into the first comment and paste the hashtags there! It's an easy way to 
get the whole post done in one swoop, versus having to save hashtags in your Notes or 
somewhere else on your phone, remember where they are, remember which ones go with 
which posts, etc.


SHARE TO YOUR STORIES

Whenever I post something, I add it to my stories.  
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Under each post is a tiny paper airplane.  Click on that and you can choose to Share your post 
to a friend via DM, or directly to your stories.  Tap the tiny post preview a few times to change 
how it looks.


From there, I either write a catchy line or two about why someone would want to see the new 
post or I slap a GIF on top of it and simply post it.  


*note: To get to the GIFs, just swipe up while in Story mode.  Tap on GIF and then search for 
"new post" in the search box.  You'll have a lot to choose from!
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I've found that I get the most response from simply putting NEW POST on top of the image, 
enough to cover up what the new post is about - this tends to make people want to click on it 
and check it out.




SHARE WITH EVERYONE TAGGED IN THE IMAGE

I want the images to be seen.  Tagging in other vendors/collaborators and mentioning them in 
the post caption is a great way to start, but I ALSO manually send each post to each vendor/
collaborator/client via DM.  It takes a few seconds to do but has improved my share rate 
drastically.
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Just click on the little paper airplane under your post and DM it to each person you've tagged!

It's a great way to share the images, get them re-shared, and then to start up an organic 
conversation via DM with each vendor/collaborator.


IT'S A RACE AGAINST THE CLOCK

Once you click post...it's GO TIME.


When you post, at first it is only shown in a tiny percentage of your followers’ feeds (some say 
it can be as few as only 10%).


Instagram then clocks how quickly those people engage with your post - you're looking for 
likes, comments, saves, and shares right away and it has to be fast.


From there, Instagram also views your "success" of a post from your average rate of 
engagement and how quickly people usually respond to your posts.  If the response is good 
and fast, the post will be shown to more of your audience...and then more, and more.  If the 
response is slow, Instagram thinks your audience isn't interested and will show it to less...and 
less.


Does this sound nuts?  It does.  But it's how it works.  So once your post is up, it's time to get 
to work.


NOW GO MAKE FRIENDS!

Once your post is up, take some time to go say hi.


I like to visit the Profiles of everyone tagged in the post and like/comment.


Then I visit the hashtags I've used and like/comment.


I go to every single person's comment from my last post and like it.  Note that I've mentioned 
commenting and engaging on posts...but I never said to LIKE the comments!  Don't like the 
comments until the NEXT time you post.  Why? When you like a comment someone gets a 
notification that you did, and it's like a tiny nudge from the past reminding them that they like 
you and that they should maybe visit you again to get more of what they liked the first time!


All of that takes me maybe 5-10 minutes after each post - it gets faster the more you get used 
to the process.


I hang around for the first 15 minutes after each post just to immediately respond to 
comments.  The first hour that your post is up is the most crucial for driving engagement, but 
that first 15 minutes is even more so.  I come back to my post and respond to comments while 
also doing the liking/commenting mentioned above.


I then spend about 15 minutes sending/responding to DM's, all while monitoring post 
comments.


Then I'm done.  I'll go back to Instagram later in the day for a final before-bed roundup, but my 
real work can be done in about thirty mostly-distracted minutes a day.
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I'm not saying that I don't get totally sucked in and spend time scrolling my feed, I absolutely 
do.  But I can get the work done in a few hours total per week, not counting the maybe 20-ish 
minutes I spend creating the library of posts from each session. 
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ENGAGING WITH YOUR OWN POSTS 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Engagement is the name of the game.  It's what we're really on this platform for, right?  Sure, 
it's nice to share images and collect comments/likes/shares, but those don't pay the bills or get 
clients in your door.  The best way to do that is to engage with prospective clients and 
collaborators/vendors.  This builds organic relationships that lead to real-world work!


I view engagement on several different levels.  I detail some of it in the posting workflow above, 
but here are some more tips on engagement:


WHAT TO DO WHEN SOMEONE LIKES YOUR 
PHOTO

For the best results, go like/comment on every single account that likes your photos.  Whether 
or not they comment, go like posts of anyone who engages with you.


For added benefit, take the time to go comment on the most recent post of everyone and 
anyone who likes any of your images.


However, this can be ULTRA time consuming, especially as your account grows.  While I did 
this in the early days of my growth on Instagram, I don't do it anymore.  Anything I spend time 
on has to have a return, and just going back to comment on people's posts when they simply 
click "like" on mine wasn't giving me a return on the time invested.


In the early days, though?  It definitely did.  It helped me drum up chatter and engagement, 
and was well worth the time.


As with everything, give it a go: if it helps you, track the time it takes and make sure it's worth 
the investment.  If it stops helping you, stop doing it, or reduce it.


WHAT TO DO WHEN SOMEONE COMMENTS ON 
YOUR PHOTO

Comment back!  Even just a quick heart or other emoji is nice, a simple "thank you" goes a 
long way.  I try to vary up the responses that I give to generic comments so that Instagram 
doesn't think I'm a copy-and-paste bot, but there are really only so many ways to say "thanks!" 
when someone says "nice pic!"


For maximum engagement, respond to comments with questions.  Get them to talk back to 
you.  Don't do this on every single comment response because it looks obviously spammy, but 
space it out.  Is there a conversation to be had from the comment the person posted?  For 
example, if the wedding coordinator from an event comments with an "It was great to work 
with you!" then come back with something like "You, too!  I hope we get to do it again soon!  Is 
your next year looking crazy already?"


That is engagement.  It's easy to forget that online engagement isn't just clicking a LIKE button, 
but having a real genuine conversation with someone.  Talk to them.  Be real.  ENGAGE.  


*note: I sometimes find it's easier to do this engagement in my actual web browser on my 
laptop or desktop than on my phone.  Typing long-form comments is simply easier for me on a 
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keyboard.  A lot of the time I also dictate them using my iPhone, because I'm turning into my 
grandparents and can talk way faster than I can type!


*note: remember that all of this takes time.  And you only have so much time in the day.  At 
some point you have to put your phone down and engage with the real world, so please 
remember that Instagram is a part of your marketing but it's not ALL YOU DO.  Limit yourself to 
chunks of time to dedicate to your account and your engagement, and don't spend pointless 
time there just scrolling ... and scrolling ... and scrolling.


*note: If someone comments on your post, don't like their comments right away.  I know, 
the urge is going to be to click the little heart next to their comment and respond.  But wait! 
Comment first, but save the like.  Why?  The next time you post, go back to your prior post.  

LIKE EACH COMMENT THEN.  This will create a notification in their feed and remind them of 
you, hopefully urging them to go check out your most recent post.


Keep an eye on how much time you're spending on this tiny app, though.  Would you spend 
three hours a day on your blog?  Probably not.  Or cold-calling coordinators?  Probably not. 
Don't spend that time on Instagram.  It's just a tool in your toolkit and should be treated as 
such.
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ENGAGING WITH OTHER PEOPLE’S POSTS - AND 
WITH OTHER PEOPLE 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MAKING NEW FRIENDS

Don't forget that other accounts are a good source for you to find new customers, 
collaborators, and followers.


No, I'm not suggesting you go poach clients from other photographers.  But ponder a situation 
with me, if you will:


You love a local florist.  She does tons of the types of weddings that you want to do: dreamy, 
outdoorsy, vintage, ethereal.  You've worked with her before, or you haven't but you'd love to. 
Other local professionals have worked with her, such as calligraphers and planners and DJ's 
and other vendors you'd love to network with.  How can you do that on this florist's feed? 

You ENGAGE.


Comment on the comments on the florist's feed.  If a calligrapher comments, comment on HER 
comment.  Like her comment.  I tend to shy away from writing lots of comment responses on 
other people's feeds - I don't want to look like I'm treating their account as if it were mine. That 
said, I don't want to lose out on connection possibilities because I'm too afraid to type 
anything! 


So get out there and engage with the accounts who have followers that you would like to 
collaborate with, work with, or just get to know.  Be careful with the number of times you 
comment on other people's posts, but don't be afraid to say hi.


For me, just liking the comments on other people's feeds goes a long way.  The like button is a 
virtual hello when used this way.


THE POWER OF THE SHARE

What you share and what you look at are a good indicator of what you like to share and what 
you like to look at.  For this reason, anything that you share from Instagram via DM (other 
feed's posts, for example) is a pretty sure-fire bet that you want to see more of those things.  Is 
there any coincidence that after sending about 22 feed posts about astrology to my friend 
Kamila that Instagram suddenly started suggesting that I follow up more astrology accounts 
and serving up more "what is a typical Capricorn?" posts in my feed?  I think not.


Creating shareable content that people WANT to send around will help increase your 
reach. How do you do that?  Well, that depends on your business and your vision.  I can't tell 
you how to tell your story, just that the story is important to tell!


Same with who you reach out to. The types of accounts that you engage with, both via feed 
and via DM, are indicators that you want to interact with more of those types of accounts. 
Don't be surprised if you comment on a bunch of similar posts and then start seeing more of 
the same; Instagram is just trying to help serve up more of what it thinks you want to see.


All you have to do is be what people want to see.  Easier said than done, right?
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TREAT DM'S LIKE TEXTS

Reach out and say hi.


We're all on Instagram to share our work and meet new clients and collaborators.  How can 
you make new friends if you don't say hi?


Every day I use my Instagram DMs like texts.  I'll share memes with friends, I'll comment on 
collaborators and vendors Stories, I'll share images I see with accounts I know would like 
them, I'll drop a DM to comment on a post instead of just leaving a comment.


Taking a conversation to DM encourages engagement, helps you make new friends, and 
moves your chat with a business or client to a more personal level.  I know that engaging in 
comments and in DM's have helped build and strengthen my business relationships.  Engaging 
with my clients has made us friendlier, and strengthened our relationship on the day of their 
event.  It's a little less personal than a text but more personal than just a comment on a post.


I TOTALLY WANT TO KNOW WHEN MY FAVORITE 
ACCOUNTS POST

Want to hop on liking or commenting right away?  Have someone who really inspires you?  Get 
notifications of when they post new content.


Being the first to comment keeps you at the top of the comments section, so everyone else 
who comments will be sure to see what you've said.  This has been a way for me to drum up 
comment likes and open the door to DM's from people who want to chat with me - all based 
on a comment I left on someone else's account!


Just tap the three dots on their profile page and select Turn on Post Notifications.


You're all set!


WHAT TO DO WHEN I WANT TO MAKE NEW 
CONNECTIONS...BUT DON'T KNOW WHERE TO 
FIND THEM

I have a huge list of hashtags that are used by my colleagues and competition, accounts that 
work in the same field that I do.  I also have a list of local hashtags used by people who are 
searching for the services that I provide.  Once I search those hashtags, Instagram will also 
give me suggestions on other hashtags to search, thus helping strengthen my hunt!


Take time to look through those hashtags and check out which accounts are using them.  Are 
they accounts you'd want to work with, or accounts of customers you'd like to engage with? 
Start commenting and engaging.  Answer questions.  Create thought-provoking answers to 
their posts.  Respond to comments from commenters.  Share the posts with your friends.  Tag 
in someone else who might want to read the post.  Drop the author a DM.
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I'm not saying you need to follow all of these accounts.  Think of this as attending a social 
mixer.  There are a lot of people in the room - talk to them.  Respond to what they're saying. 
Ask questions that matter.  Give and engage, and that will result in giving and engagement 
back in your direction.
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SCHEDULING AND AUTOMATION 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This is a quick lesson here: I don't schedule or 
automate posts.

Wait, just one line?  Then why did it get a lesson all to itself?


There are a variety of reasons that I don't schedule or automate posts, and I felt that they 
needed to be broken out and looked at separately.


1. If I schedule posts, I lose out on the opportunity to do day-specific or mood-specific posts. 
For example, if it's pouring rain outside, I might want to go with a rainy-day wedding post. 
 Or if something humorous happens in pop culture, I might want to pull an image from my 
library that slyly references it.  If something is going on in my personal life, an image with a 
caption that tells a relevant story might be my best post for that day.


2. If I schedule posts, I forget them.  Simple as that.  I lose my in-the-moment connection to 
them, which makes it harder for me to summon up the same response energy that I usually 
have.


3. I will straight up forget an automation.  Because my workflow has to do with tagging 
accounts and then posting hashtags immediately in the comments, I need to be sitting on 
my app when an image posts.  An automation means that I basically have to open the app 
at the time the automation runs, thus defeating the point of automating.


There are many excellent reasons to automate posts, to create a posting calendar, or to prep a 
schedule of posts.  For the reasons above, those things don't work for me and my marketing 
strategy.  If you find reasons that work for you - do it! 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HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT’S WORKING? 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It's important to keep an eye on your Analytics to see what posts are resonating with your 
audience.


You also have to bear in mind the audience you want versus the audience you have.


It's taken me years to build the audience that I want, so I know now that things that "work" 
have been tested against an audience I've already spent the time, energy, and research 
cultivating.  But what do you do when you're newer in your field, trying to build a new 
audience, or trying to branch out in a new direction?


I recommend looking at a handful of things to see how well posts are resonating with your 
current audience :


1. Look at how quickly you accumulate likes and comments immediately after posting.  I can 
tell that a post resonates if people jump on it right away, versus it slowly climbing over 
several days.


2. Check your Post Insights after a day to see how the post performed.

3. Check your Analytics after a few days to see how your account is performing.
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For example, I can see from the post above that it got some pretty good action.  210 people 
visited my profile, 5 people clicked on my website, and one person decided to figure out how 
to get to my studio.  That's great and all, but now let's look at the Discovery - I can see that 2 
new people followed me because they found this post.  2,250 people saw it because of the 
hashtags.  And so forth.


What does this TELL me, though?  It tells me that most likely my hashtag strategy on this 
particular post got me 2 new followers.  That's not bad!  I can see that 10% of the people who 
saw it weren't following me to start with, so there were eyes on the post.


Don't worry if not everyone who sees your posts follows you.  There could be a ton of reasons 
why or why not.  Maybe they're not looking to hire someone in your creative field right now, 
and they were just doing research.  If you're never accumulating new audience members you 
might want to revisit your strategy, but don't become obsessively hung up on the numbers. 
Track the trends, and know that they will fluctuate.
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This post clearly reached more people, but because it was super popular and got a lot of 
engagement right away, most of the people who saw it was already following me.  Only 165 
people found this post via hashtags - but I picked up 5 new followers.  This could indicate that 
the hashtags I used were really good ones that reached people who were actively looking to 
follow an account like mine.


This is where staring too hard at the numbers can, well, really start to get to you.  It's easy to 
become obsessive, wondering which hashtag worked and why more people didn't follow when 
they saw your image.  That's why it's helpful to be aware of your numbers, but not emotionally 
attached to them.  These new follows because of my hashtags?  They could be bots set to 
follow automatically.  They could be real potential clients.  They could not be.


The only time numbers start to bother me is when they consistently trend DOWN for some 
time.


THAT'S GREAT AND ALL, BUT HOW DO I REALLY 
KNOW IF THINGS ARE WORKING?

You know things are really, really working when your numbers trend up and those numbers 
result in paying clients. 


This takes time.


I've been building my Instagram following for years now, and it's true that you have to have a 
large amount of data to be able to tell what works and what does not.  


These are the things that I look for in order to tell if my Instagram strategy is on point:


• Are clients telling me on my website Contact form that they found me on Instagram?

• Is my engagement increasing with clients, audience members, collaborators, vendors, and 

prospective clients?

• When I ask prospective clients if they've seen my Instagram, do they say yes?

• When clients book me, are they already following me?


Instagram isn't something that you can start up and determine isn't working in a week or even 
a month.  Much as every other marketing plan takes time to implement and see if it's working, 
Instagram is the same.  You're playing the long game here, be patient! 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HACKING THE ALGORITHM : TIPS AND TRICKS 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The Instagram algorithm isn't some mysterious thing that exists to defeat us.  It's simply the 
way that Instagram figures out what people want to see, and what they don't.  The way to 
"beat" the algorithm?  Engagement.  That's it!  Just increased engagement. 

There is no silver bullet.  There is no trick.  Instagram isn't trying to pull one over on you - 
the only thing the algorithm does is try to better understand what you want to see as a user. 
And the only way to "beat" that is engagement. 


Some of these might recap things you've read in previous lessons, some might be new.  But 
they're all important enough that I felt they needed to be in their own lesson!


• When someone engages with your account, don't "like" their comments right away.  Just 
comment back.  When you post the next time, go back to your previous post and then click 
"like."  It will give them a notification that you interacted with their comment and will motivate 
them to interact with your newest post.


• Put your name always at the bottom of the caption, it will get people to go back to the top. 
 When I list out the vendors for a wedding, for example, I have started including 
"Photographer: @susanstriplingphotography."  This way if someone reposts or shares your 
post under their account your name will also be associated with the vendor list.


• When Instagram rolls out a new feature, use it!  There have been some reports that Instagram 
rewards your interest in new features by showing your content to more users.  This is just 
anecdotal evidence at this point, but why not give it a shot?


• If you want a little inspiration, why not check out all the posts you've recently liked?  Go to 
Settings/Account/Post You've Liked to see which ones you've double-tapped on recently!


• Want to get rid of specific search queries?  Let's say you keep searching for a particular 
location or tag, but incorrect ones keep popping up - or Instagram keeps trying to get you to 
follow a particular person who might not be your favorite human.  What do you do?  Go to 
the search page, find the who/what that you never want to see again, and tap the x next to 
their location/profile.  Easy!  This will delete them from your search results.


• Got an old post that you don't love...but you don't want to delete it?  Just tap the three dots 
at the top of the post you want to remove and select Archive. If you want to get it back later, 
just tap on the three lines at the top right of your profile page and go to Archive.  You can 
pick any Stories or Posts that you want to put back!


• Use all of Instagram's features: all of them.  Live, TV, Posts, Stories, everything.  They want to 
know that you're an engaged, educated user.


• Stories, stories, stories: Instagram loves to see you use them.  I use mine almost every day, 
treating them like Snapchat.  BTS images, memes, quotes, anything I think might amuse or 
educate my audience.


• Encourage people to turn on Notifications for your posts.

• Post consistently.  Instagram wants to see that you're a committed user.  Posting once a 

week isn't enough, but ten times a day might be too much: however you determine is your 
best amount of times to post, stick to it!


• I've heard a crazy rumor (which I tested, and oddly seems to work) that Instagram prioritizes 
images that use their filters.  So pick a filter and then double-tap that same filter to get an 
opacity slider.  Drop it down to something like 1%.  I know, it sounds insane, but it seems to 
bump engagement just a very tiny bit.  According to this rumor, if Instagram thinks you're 
using one of their filters they'll show it to more people!


• Find huge accounts in your niche and go like a TON of their posts every so often.  It gets you 
noticed.


• Reply to your DM's: yes, all of them.

• Create a branded hashtag for your business.  Put it in your Profile.  Print it on your invoices. 
 Put it on print ads.  Don't just hope people will find it, put it EVERYWHERE.  Make stickers. 
 Slap it on your business cards.  
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• Keep your tagged images clean.  Don't just let anyone tag you in anything, set it so that you 
can control what tagged images show up on your account.  Go to Options/Photos of you and 
choose Add Manually. 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CONVERTING LIKES TO LEADS 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A NOTE ABOUT YOUR CONTENT 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This is the uncomfortable truth: your content has to be amazing.


There are no ways to get around the fact that you need to post images that people want to see. 
You need to post captions that people want to read.  It's going to be impossible to convert 
mediocre images and mediocre copy to paying clients.


Not only that, but you'll want to keep an eye on your competition and see what others in your 
industry are posting.  Your images need to be stronger than theirs - otherwise, why would 
someone choose to approach you over them?


If your content isn't converting, the first thing I'd do is grab some outside eyes.  When my 
website copy isn't converting, I'll ask a few friends to look over it and see if it makes sense. 
When my Instagram posts aren't getting great engagement, I'll ask those same friends to see if 
my posts have been weaker than usual recently.


I am also always working on trying to strengthen my skills as a photographer. The better I get 
at my craft, the better my images look.  The better those images look, the more people want to 
look at them.  Whatever your art form is, constantly strive to make it better.  Not only will it help 
your marketing reach, but it will also help you as a business.


I don't recommend emulating what other accounts do, but if you're not seeing the success you 
want, you might want to take a second and look at accounts that are achieving success in your 
field.  What kind of images are they posting?  How are they engaging in the comments?  What 
are they writing in their captions?


Content is the most important thing.  Your images are the most important part of your content. 
Be honest: How could you improve your images?  What are they lacking?  Create a plan to 
start that improvement today, and you'll see success on more levels than just your Instagram 
marketing!
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GETTING TO KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE 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Knowing who you want to follow you and become part of your audience is part of your overall 
Instagram strategy.  How does each part of your audience help convert idle viewers of your 
account to actual paying customers?


My audience breakdown is as follows:


OTHER CREATIVES AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

If you're a creative working in a creative field, have you ever noticed that a lot of your following 
is other creatives who are also in your field?  I know that I'm followed by other photographers 
for inspiration and because part of what I do is education for wedding photographers.  I also 
know that wedding photographers are inspired by each other.  


I hear from photographers all the time that they keep being followed by other photographers, 
and they don't want that.  They want prospective clients to follow them, not colleagues or 
competitors!


My end goal with my Instagram account and marketing strategy is to get wedding, headshot, 
portrait, and other photography jobs to hire me.  For that reason, I'm thrilled to have other 
creatives following me.


It sounds counter-productive, doesn't it?  Why would having your competitors following you 
make clients hire you?


The like/know/trust factor comes in to play here.  When prospective clients see that you are 
followed by people in your field, they automatically begin to trust you.  The social proof of 
validation from your peers can go a long way towards impressing future clients and 
collaborators.  


It's also really rewarding to build a community of colleagues.  I find that the interaction that I 
have with other photographers on Instagram has led to friendships and inspiration both on and 
offline.  


Instead of trying to deter other photographers from following me, which is something I've heard 
a lot of photographers trying to do (!), I actively encourage it.  I want prospective photography 
clients to see the good things my peers say about my work.  I want them to think "Hey if these 
other photographers love this woman's work so much, she must be the best."  This helps 
convert possible leads to trusting paying customers!


VENDORS AND COLLABORATORS

Who would you be more likely to hire: the photographer you found on Instagram or the 
photographer your wedding coordinator raved about?  The photographer who showed up in a 
Google search or the photographer your best friend said was amazing?  


Word of mouth is a huge part of my marketing endeavors every year.  Part of that comes from 
coordinators, florists, videographers, and other wedding professionals that I work with at 
events I'm commissioned to photograph.  Part of that comes from clients that I work with who 
are happy with the images I create for them and the service that I provide to them.


The trouble with that is I have to work with these companies and people to start generating 
that word of mouth.  I have to book the client first before I meet any of their vendors. 
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Generating great word of mouth from an existing job is easy!  All I have to do is take great care 
of everyone associated with the job and the ensuing kind words are practically guaranteed.


It's possible to generate good word of mouth from vendors and collaborators before you've 
actually worked with them. 


Engaging with the accounts of vendors and collaborators can start building relationships 
before you have the chance to work together.  I've been referred by coordinators and venues 
that I've never met before because we established a relationship on Instagram via comments, 
DMs, and engagement.


Doing this is as simple as going to a networking meeting, saying hi, and following up until a 
chance meeting becomes an actual friendly relationship...only this time you're doing it all 
online.  Seek out vendors you want to work with, collaborators you want to collaborate with, 
and venues you want to work with.  Start commenting on their posts - really commenting, not 
just "Cute pic!" responses.  Respond to their stories.  Continually casually putting yourself on 
their radar until you start up an actual conversation with them.


A great number of my followers are vendors that I've never worked with and venues that I've 
never worked at.  I'm trying to change that to working relationships, but those take time!  Get 
out there, virtually network, and strengthen your word of mouth!


CURRENT CLIENTS

I love following my current clients and having them follow me.  I find out their Instagram 
usernames when they book me by asking in their client intake questionnaire.  Following them 
lets me see a bit into their lives, see the kinds of images they share, and learn more about 
them.  Following my clients also helps because:


• When they have bachelor parties, bachelorette parties, wedding party trips, or other various 
social events surrounding the wedding I can learn the usernames of their bridal party 
members.  I don't start following them, but I always write them down so that I can tag them in 
photos posted after the wedding.  This has gone a LONG way towards getting them to 
remember who I am!  We always think that clients share their images and our information with 
everyone associated with the wedding, but I've not found that to always be true.


• When they do wedding-related things I can also learn about their vendors.  Where did she 
buy her dress?  Where did they buy the favors for their guests?  When they shared wedding-
related content, it lets me know who is involved in the making of the day.


• I learn more about their story.  I learn how they talk about each other, what they do for fun, 
what parts of their lives they want to share with the world.  This helps me get to know them 
better as people, which helps strengthen our working relationship.


• I can chat with them casually.  Responding to Stories, engaging in the comments - it all helps 
us feel a bit more like friends when their wedding day rolls around.


Don't be afraid to follow your current clients, and don't be afraid to ask them for their 
usernames right away.  I find that clients love it!  Not all of them are on Instagram, and not all of 
them are super active, but many are!


POSSIBLE PROSPECTIVE CLIENTS

This is the dream, right?  A small part of my following are people who want to hire me but 
haven't hired me yet.  This could be because they aren't engaged yet, aren't ready to take 
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headshots yet, aren't at the stage in their planning process to hire a photographer or a million 
other reasons.


These audience members find me via word of mouth, a referral online, a hashtag search, a 
venue geotag, or a million other ways.  I know how they're finding me because I'm tracking 
how my account is growing (remember those lessons a bit back?).  I also know how they find 
me because I always ask prospective clients what led them to me.  The trick is that I have to 
get them to stop being a passive audience member and become an actual lead....how do I do 
that?


In a few lessons we'll concentrate on how to convert these prospective clients to actual leads, 
so stay tuned!


BOTS AND SPAM ACCOUNTS

I'd be foolish to not admit that a small portion of my audience is computer-generated bots and 
spam accounts.  


First of all, how can I tell that a follower is a fake account/spam/bot?  There are a few telltale 
signs:


• The account has thousands and thousands of followers with zero posts.

• The account has thousands and thousands of followers but posts random junk posts with 

few likes and almost no engagement.

• The account leaves really generic comments, and sometimes the same comment on every 

single post.  "Great pic", "cute", or a series of emoticons can be the signal of a bot comment.


I didn't get bot/spam accounts on my followers list by buying followers (I've never done that) or 
buying likes (yet another thing I've never done).  How did I get them?  Bots follow based on 
hashtags, follower count, industry, or a variety of other things.  They are finding me, not the 
other way around.


If I find a bot account following me, I'll block and report it.  I don't want that account to take up 
space on my follower list, running the risk of Instagram showing my posts to that fake account 
instead of the account of someone who might actually want to see them!


Don't stress out too much about identifying these accounts or being obsessive about tracking 
how they found you.  That's not a great use of your time, and the answers won't be helpful: 
what does it matter if a bot found you via a hashtag or a geotag?  If you spot one, block and 

report it. But I suggest that you spend your time 


FRIENDS AND FAMILY

Hi, Mom!  Yes, your friends and family will follow you.  Yes, that's adorable.  No, it's not really 
part of a marketing plan, I just think it's lovely.  ❤ 
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HOW DO I GET TO KNOW WHAT MY AUDIENCE 
WANTS AND LIKES?

You have to take the time to look around and get to know them. But how?


• Look at the Feeds of people who liked your most recent posts.  What are they posting? 
 What types of captions do they write?  How do they speak?  Are they heavy into emojis? 
 Slang?  Long-form captions?  


• Who do your Followers interact with?  Who are they following?  What are they looking for? 
 You might find that your photography clients also love plants, theatre, Schitt's Creek, 
motocross, or learning to do their own calligraphy.  They might love and follow hashtags that 
you'd never considered.  Do they love inspirational quotes?  How can this information help 
you tailor your posts to resonate with them?


• Consider reaching out to longtime Followers to get some feedback.  You could DM them 
something like Hey, I see that you've been following me for awhile!  THANK YOU!  It's always 
good to chat with you in the comments.  I have a question for you : can you let me know what 
you love best about my posts?  Are there any that you love more than others, or any type of 
content you'd like to see more of?  Your feedback would be super helpful to me!  Really want 
to get this message out?  Try asking these questions via a Questions or Polls sticker in your 
Stories, too! 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“STALKING” PROSPECTIVE CLIENTS - AND WHY I 
WON’T DO IT 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This might be a controversial lesson, but there are a lot of ways to get in front of prospective 
clients that I don't do.  Some teachers call it "stalking," which makes me uncomfortable. 
Others describe it as specific tracking, but at the end of the day, it makes me uncomfortable, 
too.


I'm going to tell you what they are, and I'm going to then tell you why I don't do them.


• Here are just a few of the things I've heard other Instagram "teachers" tell me to do:

• Find the location of popular bridal salons/stores/ateliers in your area and go see who posts 

and tags those locations.  Find brides/grooms who are shopping for wedding clothes and 
wedding-related things.  Follow them and comment on their posts and DM them, who knows, 
they could be looking for a photographer!


• Dig for local Knot profiles and registries at local stores, find the people attached to them, look 
them up on Instagram, and message them.


• Find attendees at wedding expos by looking at guest lists on Eventbrite or Facebook and 
looking them up on Instagram, messaging them, etc.


• Look for popular places that people get engaged at in your area, follow those locations at 
popular times for engagements (New Year's Eve, Valentine's Day) and immediately say 
congrats to the lucky couples!


• Follow local hashtags for engaged couples, follow, DM.


These are great ideas, right?  Why don't I like them?  Why don't I do them?


• They would really creep me out if they happened to me.  I would feel like my privacy was a bit 
invaded if someone stalked my profile to a bridal shop and DM'ed me to pitch their services. 
 Not only would it bother me, but it would also ensure that I never hired them - in fact, I'd 
probably tell my friends about it and how creepy I found it!


• The time investment on each individual that you found it extreme.  Finding each individual 
person or couple, messaging them, attempting to make contact - that is a lot of time spent 
on someone who may not even be a prospective client.


• Just because someone checks into a shop or uses a hashtag doesn't mean that they're 
going to be an actual prospective client.


I prefer to spend my time putting out content that prospective clients will resonate with and 
reach out to me because of, not trying to track individuals around the internet one at a time to 
hope that we can connect.  If these methods work for you, that's great!  But they don't 
resonate with me, so I'm not comfortable adding them to the marketing plan of my business. 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BUILDING YOUR ACCOUNT WITH FOLLOW/
UNFOLLOW 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The follow/unfollow tactic to build a huge following fast is super common for those who work in 
Instagram growth. Follow/unfollow works by following accounts that you think could be 
interested in the content you post, wait a couple of days, then unfollow the accounts if they 
don't follow you back (and sometimes even if they do).


Is it effective?  It can be, yes.


Is it something you should do?  No, I don't think so.


Follow/unfollow works because following someone who doesn't know you already might alert 
an amazing new customer or collaborator to your existence.  This could be a good thing!   
However, following hundreds of new people every single day is a huge crapshoot, 
disingenuous, and a waste of your marketing time and energy.


I completely and totally despise follow/unfollow because:


• Instagram sees what you do.  I find it hard to believe that in the machinations of this 
sophisticated app that Instagram doesn't see your tactics when you follow a massive amount 
of people and then promptly unfollow a large chunk of them.  Instagram doesn't take kindly 
to gaming the system.


• It will take you forever unless you have a third-party app doing it for you (which is against 
the Instagram terms of service).  Who wants to spend the time following hundreds of people 
a day, tracking whether or not they follow you back, and then remembering to unfollow 
them?  Think about the return you'd need on that kind of time investment.  I don't see a 
marketing strategy wherein this is worth it.


• Some "experts" recommend that you unfollow everyone, regardless of whether or not they 
follow you back.  This is not genuine interaction.  This is a false start for vanity metrics only. 
Why follow someone if you don't want to explore some genuine connection?


• If I unfollow accounts that don't follow me back but keep the ones that do, now I'm following 
accounts that I only followed in the first place to make them follow me.  Now my feed is full 
of content that I don't want.  I want to enjoy my Instagram scroll, not see a sea of accounts 
that mean nothing to me other than as pawns in a marketing game.


• You end up looking like a jerk.  I don't want people to see that I followed them only to trick 
them into following me...only to then drop them.  It's inauthentic, which is something no 
business wants to be!


• People are savvy to this marketing trick now, and it doesn't work as well as it used to.


Most Instagram courses that I've seen recommend follow/unfollow as a great growth strategy. 
Sure, you might inflate your follower count quickly.  Unless those followers turn into engaged 
customers, you've really just inflated your following list with useless accounts and running the 
risk of keeping your content out of the feed of people who actually really want to see it.


Concentrate instead on authentic growth, and you'll turn that into customers and income - 
which let's be honest, is way better than a few thousand unengaged followers! 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TIME TO CONVERT : CALLS TO ACTION THAT 
REALLY WORK 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You're engaging. You're sharing.  You're liking and commenting.  You've got a good audience 
who appreciates the content you post.  Now you've got to turn some of that audience into 
paying clients, or else you're just using Instagram for fun.


Don't get me wrong, it's fun. But it's also your marketing tool. YOu have to see results from it, 
otherwise, it's a waste of your time.  And time = money, so let's go get some clients!


THE FIRST THING TO REMEMBER...

Instagram is not just a sales machine. It's a networking opportunity, a way to make 
connections that are real.  A marketing strategy on Instagram isn't just "BUY MY THING 
NOW", it's a long-term engagement plan and a system of establishing social proof.


Your content first needs to be engaging, insightful, and helpful to your audience so that you're 
automatically their first choice when it's time to buy what you sell/commission you for a 
project.  No fancy calls to action or specific phrases will leapfrog you over putting in the time to 
establish yourself as a trusted, valuable professional in your field.  


Before thinking about "What can I write to make someone hire me TODAY" think about your 
long-term goals and start there.


I know many people will click straight on this topic because that's what you want - solid 
answers today to immediately start turning likes into leads.  It's more than that, though.  Be 
patient, your efforts with solid, educational content will pay off when it's time for clients to buy!


HOW PROSPECTIVE CLIENTS MAKE DECISIONS

I have found that clients go through several stages of wedding planning, specifically as it 
pertains to individual vendors.  This is helpful to know because I can tailor content to each of 
these stages:


• Inspiration:  They're looking to find venues, color schemes, what season they want to get 
married in, what vibe they want for their party, and the overall feeling they want their wedding 
event to have.  


• Vendor research: At this point, they have a date and a venue, so now it's time to start 
looking for individual vendors.  Now they're actively looking to hire.


• Booking and committing: They're ready to make it official


How can you reach them on every single level?  What can you do to get them to convert? 
Think hard about the type of content they'd want to see at each stage and how you can 
present that content to them.


Now that you've done that, how can you convert them?
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THE CTA FORMULA

I use this 3-step formula to come up with my calls to action:


1. Begin with an active word, like call, contact, click, swipe etc.

2. Give a sense of urgency: today, it's time, right now, etc.

3. Tell them why they need to complete the action and how it will help them.


Example?  "Click the link in our bio today to read our helpful tips on planning your wedding 
timeline and avoid common timeline mistakes!"


Why does this work?  CLICK (active work) the link in our bio today (do it now!) to read this thing 
we wrote that will help you not make a HUGE MISTAKE.  See what I mean?


USE ACTIVE LANGUAGE THAT REACHES THEIR 
"YOU"

Remember, you have to tell your audience what you want them to do.  "Click the link in our bio 
to get in touch!"  "Swipe up to learn more."  Use language that is active, that gives them steps 
to take.  


But more than that, the active language has to be personal.  Which would mean more to you? 
"Click the link in our bio to get in touch" or "Click the link in our bio so that we can learn more 
about you and your day."  "Click here to learn more about wedding photography" or "Click 
here to learn more about your wedding photography?"  See the difference?


WHY CALLS TO ACTION ARE SUPER TOUGH FOR 
CREATIVES

If you sell a traditional product, calls to action are so much easier.  You can talk about sales, 
you can set up your account to shop products directly from your feed, you can drum up sales 
with "only a few left!"


When you're a commissioned creative like a wedding or portrait photographer, videographer, 
painter, etc. there is no physical product to sell to new clients.  Yes, you can employ these 
techniques to sell things like albums and upgrades to existing clients, but that's another story 
altogether.  Drumming up demand for a commissioned service isn't quite the same thing.


My call to action phrases are sprinkled throughout my account, and I have a plan in place to do 
better in the future.  The goal is to sow the seeds of action so that when the client is in need of 
my service, they're ready to go.
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This is done through long-term calls to action.  Such as:


• Learn more.  This phrase is used in conjunction with whatever I want my prospective clients 
to learn.  Learn more about hiring the perfect videographer by clicking the link in bio.  Learn 
more about our wedding photography offerings by getting in touch today.  My goal when 
guiding them towards helpful information on my website is to provide social proof that I'm 
awesome at what I do.  I am helpful, knowledgeable, and will solve their problems for them.


• Get started.  Often also used when directing someone towards a helpful link on my website. 
Get started crafting your perfect timeline today.  Get started finding the best location for your 
wedding day portraits. 


• Comment to let me know...  This is encouraging engagement early on.  If you can get 
prospective clients to comment on your posts, you're building a relationship with them 
already.  When they're ready to hire, they'll remember their contacts with you.


• Swipe up.  If you've hit the 10k followers mark, you can add a Swipe Up option to your 
stories and guide people anywhere you want them to go!


Other phrases you can use include:


• Stay on top of

• Looking for

• We can help you/I can help you

• Download (if you have a PDF or something else that applies)

• Get

• Start

• Stop

• Try

• Find

• Save

• Discover

• Secrets

• Because 

Instagram is great, but my end goal is to get them off of the platform and into my studio.  By 
directing them to more helpful information on my website, and providing value in my images 
and with my captions, the calls to action have been written into the DNA of my entire Instagram 
feed.


MAKE IT EASY TO CONTACT YOU WHEN THEY'RE 
READY

How many times have you been on a website or Instagram Profile looking to contact a 
business but having to dig for their contact information?  Optimizing your Profile to make it 
VERY EASY to contact you is important.  We talked about this at the start of this course, but 
take the time to look it over again.


Mine is optimized by:


• An actual pointing arrow telling people how to get in touch

• A specific link that tells them to START HERE

• My business profile fully filled out with my address

• My phone number and email showing up when someone taps on Contact
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BE CAREFUL ABOUT GIVEAWAYS

"Traditional" marketing tips will tell you to give something away in your calls to action, such as 
"The first person to contact us gets a free engagement session!"


I don't do this.


I don't want prospective clients to contact me only because they think they might get 
something for free.  I want them to contact me because I have provided value for them, 
because I am the best artist for their job, and because they want me.  Not because I lured them 
in with a freebie.


In my experience clients who come in wanting something for free will continue wanting things 
for free.  These giveaway experiments never led me to the clients that I really wanted - the ones 
who valued my services, my time, and me as a human.
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STORIES AND HIGHLIGHTS 
AND LIVES AND REELS, OH MY 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WHY STORIES MATTER AND MY STORY 
STRATEGY 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I remember when Instagram started rolling out Stories.  "Oh great," I thought.  "Instagram is 
now trying to be Snapchat."


Little did I know that my stories would help me engage with clients and potential clients in an 
all-new way.  Sharing tiny snapshots of my day that expired after 24 hours?  Who knew that it 
would become such a fun way for my audience to get a little glimpse into my life, my studio 
life, and my business.


To me, the best part about Stories is that your Story goes to the start of your audience's story 
feed any time you Story anything. Even if your post gets lost in their Feed, your Story stands a 
large chance of being seen!


WHY STORIES MATTER

I am a very private person. I don't share my personal life in my Instagram Feed.  I don't like it 
as part of my overall marketing strategy, and I don't like it muddying up the professional waters 
of my Feed.  I also don't love seeing personal posts in other business accounts, which is why I 
know that it's not the right choice for me.  I'm very firm on not selling or doing anything in my 
business that I would not personally buy or do myself, which makes adopting new marketing 
endeavors sometimes a bit difficult!


That said, I do love personally connecting with businesses.  I want my audience to personally 
connect with me.  How can I do that without posting personal things in my Feed?  Enter 
Stories.


Stories pull back the veil a bit and let you talk to your audience directly, in real time.  Whatever 
you choose to share, people know that it happened within the last 24 hours.  It's a way to put a 
face to the business without clogging up your Feed with personal posts.  It's way more casual 
than curated Feed posts, and I have to admit that I am here for it.


Stories are also an excellent ground to test new ideas on.  If you want to see if something 
would resonate on your Feed, post it first to your Stories and check the response!


Things I share on my Stories include:
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Tattoos, personal projects, plants, my Brooklyn apartment, BTS at my studio.


My dog features prominently in my Stories.


Humorous jokes at my own expense and insight into my day to day life.


Things I like to share:


• My plants - I have a lot of them.  They're my hobby.  I show what plants I have, where I keep 
them, how I care for them, and humorous stories when they die.  


• My dog.  Her walks, how she sleeps, her perfect snuggly nose, her overall angelic 
flawlessness.


• My day to day life in Brooklyn.

• How much I travel.

• BTS at my studio and in my home.

• My love for theatre and the shows I see.

• Tiny, small vignettes of my personal life.

• Sneak peeks from sessions and jobs - more on that later!

• Re-shares from other vendors, clients, and collaborators - more on that later, too!

• My feelings on politics.  I used to not feel this way.  That was before politics were as 

human-rights based as they are now.  I feel like it’s my obligation to do my best to make our 
society the best it can be, and advocating for good is important for me to do.


• Memes.  Because we all love them, and laughter is helpful! 

Things I do not share:


• My children - they show up very rarely in my Stories, and almost never on my Feed.  My 
daughters are old enough to control how and when they appear on the internet, and I never 
want them to feel like my sharing them is part of a marketing plan.  They're human beings, 
and they are my private life.


• My views on religion.  Oh, I have them - they're just not part of a marketing strategy.  They're 
my real life.  Not my business life.


• My family.  They're my private life, not my business life.

• Negative views on the industry.  Do I complain amongst friends?  Sure I do.  But I don't use 

my Stories to air out grievances or make fun of anyone or any business.

• Personal details that are, well, personal.  You'll never see my address show up, I don't 

mention the neighborhood I live in, etc.  Be careful with your identity online, people!


How you choose to share and what you want to put in your Stories is up to you.  Remember, it 
all has to go back to your brand, your message that you're trying to convey to potential clients, 
and your own personal voice. I can't write that for you, only you can figure out your own unique 
perspective.  Only you can decide what to share with the world.


I try to add to my Stories daily, but I also try to not be excessive.  I don't want my audience to 
see a huge list of Stories to wade through.  I want to stay anywhere from 1-10 stories in a day, 
but only if I have something to share! 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STORY IDEAS AND WAYS TO STAND OUT 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The first thing you want to keep in mind when it comes to Stories is to keep it casual.


A while ago I spent a long time learning how to make super-slick animated Stories.  The 
showed off sneak peeks from weddings with really intricate motion effects.


The result?  Crickets.  In fact, people were clicking out of my Stories at a record rate.  The only 
people responding to them were photographers asking me how I was creating them.  They 
didn't resonate with clients or prospective clients at all.


Eventually, a non-photographer friend told me why.  "They're too slick," she said.  "They look 
like ads."


She was right.


I get the best results from my Stories when I keep the professionally photographed images to a 
bare minimum and share casual, fun behind the scenes looks at my everyday life with my 
phone!


Whether it's an image that I take directly when posting a Story, or an image that I took prior to 
posting a Story (just swipe up or down when posting a new Story to get to your camera roll!) 
that I pull from my iPhone Library, mobile captures are the name of the game.


SOME IDEAS FOR STORIES

• Behind the scenes: Show what you do and how you do it.  Share how you made a particular 

image with a casual series of scene-setting photos or videos.  Share how you create your 
custom products for clients, such as prints or albums.  Take audience members along as you 
design an album.  Or retouch a photo.  Walk them through your studio.  Anything that lifts the 
veil back a little bit has always been extraordinarily well-received for me and others that I 
know who employ the same techniques.


• Takeovers: Let a second photographer, an assistant, an employee, or even a client have 
control of your account for a day.  If you don't want to actually hand over your account, you 
could curate their content before posting it yourself.


• Tutorials: You want your audience to trust in your expertise and skillset in your particular 
field. Sharing tips and tricks that make your audience trust you is a great idea for a Story or 
even a series of Stories.


• Special Announcements:  Wedding photographers, are you launching a new style of 
wedding albums?  Videographers, are you offering up a new product?  If you're changing a 
service you offer, adding something new to your product lineup, traveling for work to a new 
city, announcing anything at all consider doing a Story about it.


• Weekly themed days.  Tip Tuesday?  Sneak peek Saturday?  If you think of your stories as 
episodic television, think about the things you could post every week!


• Talk about yourself.  Yes, I know you don't think you're interesting.  I used to think that 
about myself.  Why would anyone care about my dog or my houseplants or my wild love for 
Broadway or the books I read?  Turns out, people do.  The things that make us who we are 
also making us interesting and clients love seeing the human behind the business.  So take a 
step outside of your comfort zone and share small vignettes of your everyday life!
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MAKING STORIES STAND OUT and INCREASING 
ENGAGEMENT

• Incorporate location tags and hashtag stickers - all of these will help potential audience 

members find your Stories.  Hashtags in Stories are just as crucial as in your Feed, so use 
them wisely.  If you feel that your hashtags look too spammy, simply size down the text and 
use the dropper tool to make them the same color as the background!  Then hide them!  You 
can also make them super small and put a bigger sticker on them!


• Take time to swipe around and learn all of the various things you can add to Stories to make 
people stop and engage.  Music?  Selfie stickers?  The perfectly chosen Schitt's Creek David 
Rose GIF?  Instagram is always adding new and fun things to jazz up your Stories, so explore 
and figure out which ones resonate the most with you and your brand.


• Run quizzes, use the question sticker to ask your audience questions, or take a poll to 
encourage interaction.  Then you can share the results and answers to further Story 
engagement!


• Don't forget when your audience is most active!  While you will want to post to your Feed at 
this time, it's also a good idea to tend to your Stories here, too.  I like to add to my Stories 
throughout the day, but I mainly concentrate on peak posting time.


• If your Story includes a sequence, don't be afraid to actually instruct your audience to tap on 
the right side of the screen to move forward.  This "tap for more" tactic makes the viewing of 
the story an active experience, versus sitting passively and just waiting for the next frame to 
appear.


• Encourage followers to DM you when you ask a question to promote personal engagement.

• Encourage followers to "Hold to read." If you're writing a paragraph or sharing an image you 

want them to really linger on, tell them to hold their finger down on the image to pause it. 
 They're now tangibly touching your content - what can be more actively engaging and 
attention-holding?


MAKE SURE YOUR STORIES ARE SHARABLE


Click on Settings/Privacy/Story and make sure your Sharing has "Allow resharing to Stories" 
toggled ON.  This way anyone who sees your Stories can share them.


ENGAGEMENT RESULTS IN ENGAGEMENT

I find that the more I make friends on Instagram and engage with other accounts via DM and 
Story comments, the more they engage with mine.  Don't be afraid to respond to Stories, even 
if it's just a quick note, anecdote, or comment on why you liked what you saw.


I've made friends in real life from Instagram by engaging.  I've met and collaborated with 
vendors I didn't know before Instagram...all by engaging.  Take the time to really observe and 
respond to Stories in the same way that you do with posts in Feeds, and you'll be on your way 
to real relationships in no time. 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THE SAME DAY WEDDING SNEAK PEEK 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The same day sneak peek has been the biggest thing that I have incorporated into my 
Instagram marketing plan for 2019 and beyond.   

It's gotten my images quickly in front of clients, their wedding guests, friends, family, vendors, 
the vendors' audiences, my audience, and everyone waiting to see images from a particular 
event.


How many of you wedding photographers have seen a client post the day of a wedding and 
share a cell phone image from a guest?  Or vendors sharing images from their own cell 
phones?  Why would you want those images to be the first images seen from a wedding day? 
Wouldn't you want them to be your images?


I used to rush home to download my images, frantically pulling a few right away and emailing 
them to clients and vendors in a sneak peek gallery.  These images almost never got shared in 
lieu of the cell phone same-day images.  Why would someone wait a few hours only to have to 
download something online when they could just snap a quick image with their phones and be 
sharing within minutes?


And now?  Now I have images for everyone to share by the time the reception kicks off.  


Let's talk about how I do it.


PREPARE BEFORE THE EVENT

In order to be efficient on the day of a wedding, I have to prepare my vendor list and know their 
Instagram username in advance.  I have limited time once I start downloading and sharing, and 
I don't want to waste any of it doing research.


(If you need a refresher on how I do this, head back up to the lesson entitled "My posting 
workflow.") 

I have all of the usernames of all vendors, family members, wedding party members, clients, 
and locations saved in a Note on my iPhone, and I'm ready to go.  If I come across any new 
vendors or collaborators during the day, I note their name so that I can look them up later. 


I can't emphasize how important this is. The time it would take me on the day of an event to 
look up and make note of every vendor involved would be such a time commitment that it 
would make this same day sneak peek impossible to do.  While I want to share images, I also 
have a huge responsibility towards my clients.  I can't take time away from their day in order to 
do the research I could have done well in advance.


I also like to look at the timeline and figure out exactly when I can do this same day posting. 
There have been weddings with timelines so tight that I had to leave this part of the day out - 
after all, as I said above, my first priority is to be a wedding photographer, NOT a marketer! 
Most of the time I can take a quick 15-minute break during cocktail hours, but sometimes I 
can't.  Looking at the timeline and trying to figure out a quick break time before the event 
means I don't have to worry about it on the day of the wedding itself.


WORK AS A TEAM

I could never do same day previews without an assistant or a second photographer.
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I cannot stress enough that my first priority is my clients and the coverage I have been hired to 
provide of their wedding day.  I cannot justify taking any kind of marketing break during the day 
unless someone else is covering the event.


I always photograph weddings with an assistant, and my assistant photographs cocktail hour 
for me.  Cocktail hour is a series of what we call "grip and grin" images, and it's very easy for 
me to teach an assistant how to do that.  Their job during this time is to get as many guest-
smiling-at-the-camera images as they can while I take a brief break and then photograph the 
setup of the reception space.


I have a second photographer at about 1/4 of the weddings that I photograph, which helps 
also add to the coverage of the day.


If I worked solo, a same day sneak peek is not something I feel like I could confidently provide 
without compromising my ability to photographically cover the day.


TAKE A QUICK BREAK (WHEN YOU CAN) TO 
DOWNLOAD

If I photograph a wedding with a first look, that means the clients go to cocktail hour.  During 
that time, my assistant documents cocktail hour while I take a break, wait for the reception 
room to be ready, and photograph the room.


If we photograph a wedding without a first look, that means I'll be taking family pictures and 
portraits of the couple during cocktail hour.  This means my first real break won't be until later 
in the reception, if at all.


I need about 15 minutes to prepare a same day preview.  I've taken breaks to do this at these 
times:


• Driving in the car with my assistant (I'm not driving, obviously!) between venues.  Maybe 
we're going from the prep hotel to the ceremony, maybe it's from the ceremony to the 
reception.


• In a church before a ceremony starts.  I like to beat my clients to their ceremony churches by 
about 15 minutes in order to have time to set up, and this usually affords me a few minutes to 
pull a preview and prep it for posting.


• During cocktail hour.

• During my reception vendor meal break.

• In the downtime between ending first-look portraits at a venue and the start of an on-location 

ceremony.


The process goes like this:


1. Connect each camera to my phone via wifi/app transfer.  With Canon, the app is called 
Camera Connect.  Nikon users will use Wireless Mobile Utility or SnapBridge.  If you're 
using another camera model, check to see what your wifi options are! 

2. Find a few images you want to share.  I try to pull a portrait of two of the couple, something 
showing the decor of the reception space (if I've been able to photograph any of it), and 
something showing off the flowers.  At the most, I'm choosing two to four images.  If I'm 
pressed for time, I'll choose one or two.  Then I use Camera Connect to download a JPEG 
version of my camera's RAW file directly to my Photo Library.
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3. Open up my Snapseed image editing app and do a quick color balance or contrast tweak 
to the image - sometimes I'll change it to black and white via Snapseed.  I love using 
Snapseed, but you might have an image editing app that you prefer using.  I make sure that 
the images I choose are pretty good straight out of the camera and don't need a lot of 
editing - I don't have time for it at this point!


4. If I have time, I'll open up my Canva app and lay any horizontal images on a white Story 
background for a cleaner look to each post.  I tend to favor vertical images for these sneak 
peeks, since they fill the entire Story and are quicker to catch the eye of anyone tapping by.


5. Upload, tag, and share.


Again, this is not something I can do at every event.  Never, ever compromise your coverage 
just to get an image on Instagram.  It's not worth it.  You're there to care for your clients, and 
that has to come first.


UPLOAD AND TAG, TAG, TAG

Instagram currently lets you tag up to 10 users in your Story's photo (or video.)  This is where 
tagging is super crucial, because I want these images to reach the vendors while we are still at 
the wedding.


I don't want those tags to muddy up the images, though.  You tell me, which looks better? 
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The Story on the left offers up congratulations to the clients - but then distracts you with the 
name of every single other vendor there.  


The Story the right is clean, and allows the image and congrats to stand on their own.


Now imagine these are vertical images.  Which looks better?


The Story on the right offers up a clean congrats with no fluff or filler or extra text.  The image is 
the focal point. The Story on the left has a lot of text.  A lot.  The message gets lost in the sea 
of tags.


If you were a vendor, which would you be more likely to share?  The cleaner image, or the one 
with tons of tags?
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It's obvious that the cleaner image is the choice, but how do you tag people without the tags 
being seen?  It's actually super easy!  Take a look at the two images above.  Can you barely 
see text over the lower left of the image?  I left it a bit obvious so that you could see it, but I 
could hide it entirely if I wanted...want to know how?


First, write your congratulations.  Then start up a new text field and tag in everyone - this takes 
time.  You can't just paste a list of usernames and have it automatically tag them, you have to 
go one by one to make sure they're officially tagged.  Once your whole list is done, tap on the 
text eyedropper tool and use it to select a color in the image that takes up a large amount of 
space, such as a large swath of shadow or a bright blue sky.  This will turn those tags the same 
color as the sky, the background, or whatever else you chose.  Then simply shrink the text to 
be super small and place those tags on top of that color.  And there you go - hidden tags that 
still work!


SHARE IN DMs

If you have a few extra seconds, DM those images to each of the vendors you tagged.  This is 
a nice extra little step if you can, but it's not urgent.  The main focus is getting the images in 
the Stories so that they can be reshared by vendors, clients, family, friends, and collaborators.  


Sending the image in DM is great so that they can put them in their feed, so don't skip this step 
if you have another minute to spare.  Sometimes I'll do this later in the night, say in my car 
before leaving the reception.  I just want to get them to everyone involved within a few hours of 
the initial Story post.


REPOST ANY SHARES YOU RECEIVE

If vendors share your images - and they will! - repost their Story to yours, especially if it 
includes any kind of personal note about the event, the clients, their work, or you!  


FOLLOW UP WITH MORE IMAGES LATER

The same day sneak peek is not mean to take the place of a more traditional sneak peek with 
more images.  This is in addition to that!  I do get images to my clients and vendors while they 
wait for the full galleries, but this is a different lesson as it has nothing to do with Instagram. 
 😂  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THE “10K SWIPE UP” - AND WHAT TO DO IF YOU 
DON’T HAVE IT 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Most of the questions that I get from other creatives surrounding Instagram is "how do I get 
more followers?"  While getting followers for the sake of numbers isn't a marketing goal, it's 
just a vanity metric, there is a nice bonus when you hit that elusive 10k following mark.


To be clear - getting 10k unengaged, quick-add followers just for one feature in your Stories is 
not worth it.  I'd rather have 1500 honest, legit, engaged followers than 10k...with 8500 of them 
not all that engaged in what I have to show or what I do.  Take the time to get the organic 
reach, and the swipe up feature will just be a nice bonus!


Once you do hit the 10k mark, you'll see a new icon at the top of every new Story that you go 
to create.  You can see it below.
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Once you tap on that icon, you'll see the following:




From here, you can link to anywhere you want - a previously recorded IGTV video, or a link to 
anywhere on the good old web.


This is a wonderfully valuable feature to have.  Remember, you don't own your Instagram.  The 
end goal of Instagram is to get clients off of the app and into your business.  For me, that's 
getting them to my website and my website contact form.  I use Instagram as a funnel, not the 
entire package.
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I've used this swipe up feature to send followers to:


• Blog posts.  I'll post an image or two from a wedding, then instruct them to swipe up to see 
an entire blog post on my website.


• Helpful website articles.  I'll share an image that illustrates a point from my site, and then 
add the swipe up to direct people to that exact page.


• My contact page.  If I want people to contact me, I'll add the swipe up to go directly to the 
page on my site with my contact form.


I DON'T HAVE 10K FOLLOWERS, WHAT CAN I DO?

It takes a very long time to build a following of over 10k organic, invested audience members. 
What do you do in the meantime?


The end goal of any swipe up link is to get people on your website and get them to contact 
you.  So why not ask for the contact via DM?
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I love the addition of the downward-pointing fingers to say yo, literally look down there and 
send me a message. 

Here are some other ideas:


• Do a poll.  Ask if someone wants to see your link to your helpful timeline-creation article, or 
your favorite locations for wedding day pictures in your city.  If they say yes, DM them the 
link!  All you have to do is swipe up when viewing that Story and you'll see who answered. 
Then all you have to do is use the paper airplane icon next to their name to send them a DM!


• Create an IGTV video.  Add an arrow that points the viewer in the direction of the title of the 
video.  Tell them that if they tap on the title they'll get a link - then add that link to your 
caption.  You can then share the IGTV video and the link will be right there.  It's a little extra 
work, but it's an option!


• Get creative with your Reels!  This is another way to drive engagement and get them to 
contact you. 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THE POWER OF HIGHLIGHTS 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In 2017, Instagram added Stories Highlights to allow you to store your Stories for more than 
the previously-allowed 24 hours.


Stories Highlights can be seen on your profile underneath your bio:




Along with the Highlights, Instagram also added an Archive for Stories. Stories you share are 
saved to your Archive when they disappear after 24 hours, so you can re-share any of your 
favorite Stories whenever you want.


To create a brand new Highlight:


• Tap the “New” circle at the far left right under Edit Profile.
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• From there you can choose any of your past Stories from your Story Archive

• Then pick a cover picture for your Highlight (note: I bought my custom icons on Etsy!)

• Name your Highlight - and you're done!


When you are finished with the above steps, the Highlight will show up as a circle on your 
Profile. You can make as many as you want, and they will stay there until you manually edit or 
remove them. If you want to edit or delete a Highlight,  tap and hold down on that Highlight. 
This will allow you to continually add to them and update them.  Easy!


Possible Highlights could include:


• Customer features and testimonials.

• New and existing product features.

• A "start here" look through who you are and what you do.

• Behind the scenes looks at some of the images you've made or products you've created.

• Before/After of retouching, editing, or album design.

• Follow along anything you do: think of the Highlight as a storyboard.  You could do a walk-

through of literally anything: your studio, the creation of a product from start to finish, your 
editing process, anything!


• Testimonials from happy clients.

• A Q&A section full of helpful questions and answers from potential clients.

• Highlight trends and topics in your industry.

• Tell any ongoing story or narrative. Have you been renovating your studio?  Have you been 

building up a new lighting kit?  Have you been developing anything new for your business?


Once I started thinking about my Highlights as a primer to my business, that opened things up 
for me a lot.  What do people who come to my account want to see?  What do they want to 
learn right away?  How can I establish myself as a professional and trusted expert?  Take the 
time to really consider that, and some Highlight ideas that are unique to you, your business, 
and your strengths should start coming to mind! 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STORY ANALYTICS 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You knew I wouldn't let you out of this section without another talk about data tracking, right?


(I love data.)


First, let's look at your Stories as a whole.  If you go to Insights/Content and scroll down to tap 
on Stories/See All, there is a ton of information that can be gathered here. 




See at the top left where it says Reach and 14 days?  You can change the options for each of 
them to see so, so much more!  You can see how many follows you get from a certain story, 
impressions, link clicks, profile visits, emails, etc.  It's a huge amount of information that you 
can use in the future to better tailor your Stories to what your audience responds to the most.
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You can also look at insights on individual Stories.


Tap on any of your Stories and swipe up to reveal their insights.




To see this data, I just tapped on the furthest icon to the left, the one that looks like a bar 
graph.  This shows me how many actions were taken from this particular Story.  If you have 
stickers, polls, or other interactive elements you'll receive data for those as well.


I like to see how many people were compelled to keep clicking forward, and how many people 
chose that particular Story to exit on.  This has given me great insight as to what Stories keep 
people engaged versus which ones prompt them to leave!
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Exited means that the viewer either:


• Closed the app entirely.

• Swiped down to exit Stories and go back to their feed.

• Tapped on the x icon to leave.

• Swiped to the next account and left yours before your whole Story was over.


I also like to see taps backward, because it means that followers are engaged with what I am 
posting and want to navigate back to look at it again.


If you tap on the eyeball next to the graph icon, you'll be able to see a list of people who have 
viewed your Stories.


You might be thinking Well crap, I forgot to check the Analytics of some Stories I was really 
interested in seeing how they performed.  Oh well, guess that data is gone now.  Nope!  Just 
tap on the Archive button (you can find it in the upper-left top corner of your profile) and look at 
all of the Stories there.  You can swipe up on each one to see the individual data and insights.


WHAT DO I CARE ABOUT ALL OF THIS DATA, 
ANYHOW?

I want to know what resonates with my audience.  I want to know what my engaged, active 
followers like seeing - and what they don't.  By viewing the data and seeing where they 
engage, where they leave my Stories, and where they hang out, I can better tailor future stories 
to what they like to see! 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GOING LIVE AND IGTV 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Most of my Stories are screenshots, sneak peeks, and iPhone-generated content.  However, 
sometimes I really need the storytelling power of video.


CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW?

If you're anything like me, your phone is always on silent.  Mine doesn't even vibrate.  It's dead, 
cold, passively silent at all times.  The last thing I want when I open Instagram is for video to 
immediately start making a loud noise when I'm not ready for it.


That said, if you're going to do any videos or talk directly to your audience, you're going to 
need them to turn that sound on! Here's how I recommend doing just that:


• Story one: Share that you're about to start talking and tell them to turn up the volume.  This 
way they're primed for what comes next.


• Story two: Start talking!


You could also just start talking with no warning slide or sticker and add a text overlay telling 
them to turn up the sound.


Another option is to add captions or text over your video using an app such as Clipomatic.


INSTAGRAM LIVE

If I want to talk directly to my audience, I'll go Live.  I don't do it terribly often, and I never go 
Live at client events (I'm there to work, not market myself on my client's time!), but when I do? I 
get great results.


Going Live is fantastically interactive.  Your Followers will get a notification that you have gone 
Live and can opt to comment along while you talk.  This gives you a great opportunity to ask 
questions, engage in real-time, and actually talk to your audience directly.  


I love Live videos, especially now that there is a hands-free option!  Just check out the carousel 
of camera lens choices underneath your record button.  Just tap the record button 1 time to 
start your video, and 1 time at the end to stop it.


Some reasons to go Live could include:


• Hosting a Q&A.

• Interviewing a favorite vendor and asking them for helpful client tips and tricks.

• Showing a BTS look at a session location or session setup.

• Walking through a product line or showing off a particular product that you sell.

• Showing any type of process: album design, editing, session setups, etc.


Think back to the lesson on Story Highlights and all of the episodic, long-form storyboarding 
ideas there.  What if you did those in a Live format instead?  


I try very hard to balance out the number of times I go Live with the non-Live content in my 
Stories.  Not everyone can watch a Live with audio while at work, on the train, in a public place, 
etc.  I know that I almost never watch Lives for that exact reason.  I want to make sure I 
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maintain a balance so that everyone in my audience always has something to look at (or listen 
to!) that meets their needs.


IGTV

Lives are super fun, but what if you want to explore something more in-depth...and not have it 
disappear after 24 hours?  Enter IGTV.  You can record up to an hour of video on your IGTV 
channel, and it never disappears unless you delete it.


I also love that you can share your IGTV videos in your Stories!  And the more clearly you 
optimize your titles and descriptions, the easier it is to find your video in a search.  You can 
also share a 1-minute short preview of the IGTV video to your Feed.  At the end of that 1-
minute preview, followers can tap Keep Watching to get to the entire video.


I currently have one video on my IGTV, and it's a tour through my camera bag. The response 
has been so excellent that adding this long-form video format to my Instagram is my #1 priority 
in 2020 and beyond.  I love that the video stays separate from my photo feed and in its own 
channel.


Ideas that I have for IGTV videos include:


• An in-depth studio tour.

• More in-depth deep dives into the albums that I offer my clients.  I'll talk about how they're 

designed, how they're edited, what the revision process is like, and walk them through cover 
choices such as photos, imprints, etc.


• The story of how I got started as a photographer.  My clients love to hear it because it's a 
bit of an unconventional path to this particular career.  I'd love to have it recorded in video 
format.


• More Q&A and AMA sessions in a longer, more casual format.

• Go behind the scenes of a session to show my setup, what I look for with light, ideas I have 

and illustrate my thought process when you go to work. I love this idea because then 
potential clients can see how clearly I think through my sessions and the expertise that goes 
into creating each one.


• Instructional tips.  I have tons of articles on my website to help my clients.  I'd love to turn 
each of those into a video!


• Interviews with vendors that I love.  Talk to a wedding coordinator about how to make your 
day more efficient, talk to a florist about table decor, and so forth.


'm really excited about the future of IGTV and my business, and I can't wait to dig deeper into 
this long-form video option!
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REELS AND WHY I LOVE THEM 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While the ideas of going live and creating IGTV videos are great, I still crave something a little 
less interactive that those options yet more interactive than simple Stories.  Enter Reels, my 
new fun best friend (since I’m not fully on team TikTok yet!)

 
Basically Reels is a 15-30 second clip that you can set to music.  The end.  Sound like TikTok?  
Yes, it does.  But luckily you don’t have to exit the Instagram platform to enjoy these creations.


Creating a Reel is super easy.  Just click on the camera at the top left of your screen just like 
you’re going to post a Story.  Then look at the bottom for the word REELS and click on it.  This 
is what you will see:
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From this screen you can then:


• Click on the top left button to change between 15 and 30 second reels.

• Click on the music icon to choose your audio.

• Press the play icon to change and choose the speed of your final video.

• Touch the stopwatch to decide how long you want your clips to be - or don’t, and have each 

clip be as long as you choose.

 
From here, just hold down the record button to capture one video at a time or upload any pre-
recorded video from your camera roll.  If you choose to record in-app, just press and hold the 
record button to start and stop recording as many times as you want.


Once you’re done you can use the draw tools, text tools, stickers, filters, and either choose a 
cover from your camera roll or pick a thumbnail from your video.


You can then post your Reel to your actual Feed, or just let it hang out in the Reels section of 
your account.  If your account is public, you can have them show up on the Reels space on the 
Explore page.


Why am I obsessed with Reels and what do I plan to use them for?


• It’s super quick and easy to share snippets of behind the scenes footage from sessions.

• I can combine photo and video together in a Reel.

• There are so many things I can put together in a Reel just from images I already have : quick 

slideshows, venue features, and so forth.

• I can share step by step process videos from…well, anything.  A tour of my office.  A tour of 

my studio.  A product being built.  An image being edited.  Anything that requires any steps 
to complete can get shared quickly and easily.


• I can showcase products.  Albums, prints, you name it!

• Step by step tutorials are also super effective when done via Reels.

• If I do use TikTok eventually, I can reuse that content in my Reels. 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INSTAGRAM ADS 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ADS FOR ACCOUNT GROWTH AND 
NETWORKING 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I run two separate types of ads as part of my Instagram marketing plan.


One of those types is a networking and growth ad.  The purpose of this ad is to introduce 
myself to vendors, collaborators, and other potential networking individuals (and businesses) 
that serve the clients that I am trying to attract.  These ads are strictly a hello, a way of putting 
my name in front of them, and to increase brand awareness in my market.


This is how I do it.


CREATE AN AUDIENCE

All of my Instagram ads are created in my Facebook Ads Manager.  The first step is to navigate 
to business.facebook.com/adsmanager/audiences.  This will take you to your Audiences, and 
it's time to create a new one.


Here are the steps to take:


In the top left, click on Create Audience and choose Saved Audience.




Give your Audience a name - something you'll remember later!


Head to the next section and choose EXCLUDE people.  Because I want to reach new 
contacts, I don't want this ad to be shown to people and businesses that are already familiar 
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with me.  For this reason, I opt to not show this ad to anyone who has engaged with my posts 
or Instagram recently.




Under the next section about Locations, choose where you want your ad to be shown.  I 
decided that this particular awareness ad should be shown to NYC only, so I picked NYC and 
the surrounding area of up to 50 miles.  This is totally up to you.  Do you serve a wide range of 
cities?  Choose them all.
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Age:   I know from experience that most of the vendors that I work with are between the ages 
of 23 and 60.  So that's what I choose.  Not sure?  You can always come back and edit your 
Audience later as you learn more about who they are.


Gender:  While most of the wedding vendors that I work with are women, a good deal of them 
are men.  So I choose both.


Language:  I pick English as my primary, but this will depend on where you're located.


Now it's time for my favorite part: the detailed targeting.


The first things I choose to include are Facebook page admins and Business page admins. 
Think about it: if someone owns a business, they're likely to be the admin of their business 
Facebook page.  So that is all I am going to enter in my first targeting section.


Then I'm going to click on Narrow Further and choose Small business owners.


What does this mean?  It means that the ad will only be shown to people who are both small 
business owners AND admins of their pages.
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Then I'm going to narrow my field twice more.  


First, I want people who are interested in weddings.


Then I want specific job titles.  Such as event planner, florist, videographer, calligrapher, etc.


What will this do?  It will put potential audience members in a funnel.  You have to be a small 
business owner who is the admin of their Facebook page and also likes weddings.  Great, that 
could be a lot of people.  But then you also have to be a florist or an event planner.  See how 
this helps narrow down people and businesses in your industry?


Yes, it's a wide net.  Yes, it will catch some people who don't entirely fit what you're looking for. 
But the success I've found with this has been worth the few people who probably 
think WTF when presented with your ad.


Save this Audience, and now it's time to make your ad!


CREATE AN AD

It's easy to get started.  Go to your Facebook Ads Manager, and click on Create to start a 
new ad.
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Your Marketing Objective is going to be Traffic.  Scroll down to name your ad - don't let it 
default here to Traffic, it will be harder to find it and run analytics on it later if you don't 
remember what ad you made and when!




I almost always name my ads month/year/what it's about.  That way I can easily find them 
later!


To keep things simple here, we're not going to Split Test or choose anything for Campaign 
Budget Optimization.  Yes, you can (and should!) learn to use these options later, but those 
require a much deeper understanding of how to run these ads!


Click Continue.
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At the top of the next page, give your Ad Set a name.  Since I'm only doing one ad set here, I 
use the same name that I used on the last page.  


Then you'll choose Website under Traffic.  You're going to be sending people who see this ad 
to your Instagram profile page, so it's imperative that you choose website.  I leave Dynamic 
Creative and Offer off since they don't really apply to what I'm doing with this ad.


Under that, you have to define your Audience.  But wait!  We did that already!
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Click on Use Saved Audience and type in the name of the Audience you created earlier.  It will 
auto-fill the requirements based on that exact Audience!


Next, you'll be presented with your options for Placement.





You're going to want to click on Edit Placements and uncheck everything except Instagram. 


This will keep your ad only on the Instagram platform and not show it to Facebook or anywhere 
else.
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Scroll a little further and make sure that only Instagram Feed and Instagram Stories are 
checked off.


*note: I find most of my success with Story ads, but some report more success with Feed ads. 
 I suggest eventually learning how to Split Test so that you can see which ones work best for 
you! 
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The last decision you'll make on this page is to set your Budget and Schedule.


I generally stay optimized for Link Clicks and I don't make huge changes to my Cost Control. 
You can, but for a basic awareness ad (especially your first time out) you won't really want to 
make changes here.


You don't need a huge budget to start an ad.  I usually start with a Daily Budget of $5.  I can 
increase or decrease it based on response, but a lower dollar amount lets me see how it is 
working so that I can adjust accordingly.  I choose to run it continuously because awareness is 
something that I want to be constantly ongoing.  


Now click to continue.


The first thing you'll want to do before continuing too far into the next page is to make sure that 
your Instagram account is connected to your Facebook business page.
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Back to your ad!  Under Identity, you'll wake to click on each dropdown to make sure your 
Facebook business page and your correct Instagram account are chosen.




There are several different directions you can go here, and I suggest that you try each at some 
point in time to see what your audience resonates with the most.  The easiest place to start 
is Single Image or Video.


Now we have to press pause and go work on your ad creative.


I get my best results from creating a video.  I use either Animoto or SmartSlides to create my 
videos usually, but the Animoto app has been the best option that I've found to create 
something that I can format for both my feed (square) and my stories (vertical).  I want to create 
a portfolio video that shows off my work, and I want it to be both fast and short.  I keep it to 30 
seconds max and I choose my video timing to fly through the slides.  I start and end with my 
logo, and that's it.


https://animoto.com/
https://www.pixellu.com/smartslides/
https://animoto.com/apps/mobile/ios
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If you're going to use a video, take the time to create two.  Format one for a square feed 
format, and format the other for a vertical Story.  If you make them on your phone, AirDrop or 
email them to yourself so that you can keep them on your desktop.


Once your creative is made, let's go back to finishing your ad.




Choose to add your video to your Media section, and then Select a placement to customize. 
 Because I want a square video in my Feed and a vertical video in my Stories, I'm going to 
upload custom creatives for each one.
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Now is where you're going to take the time to say hi.  There are several important parts here. 
The first is the Primary Text.  In a Feed, that's what will show up in your caption.  In a Story, 
that will show up written on top of the Story (Don't like that?  We can fix it, stay tuned...)


What should you write here?  I can't tell you.  What do you want to say?  Do you want to reach 
out to collaborate?  Do you want to get to know each other?  Think about what would resonate 
with you if you saw an ad like this from another professional in your industry, and start writing. 
Short or long-form, just write.  Then show your ad copy to friends outside of your industry and 
see if it resonates with them - would they reach out to you?  


Write and rewrite, but don't overthink it.  The point is to get the ad started, and you 
can always come back and re-do your creative if you aren't getting the response you want.


Next, you have to choose your Destination.  This is where you're going to reconfirm that 
they're headed to a website, and that website is your Instagram profile.  You aren't sending 
them to your actual business website, but to your Instagram.  After all, this is an ad for 
Instagram!  You want prospective vendor collaborators to find your Instagram, so you're going 
to put your Profile URL in the Website URL field.


The last thing you'll pick here is your Call to Action.  I prefer to use Learn More, but pick 
whichever one resonates with you the most!


Take a look at your ad.  Looks good, right?  Make sure that you check on how it looks on all of 
your creatives, though.




See these icons between the two halves of the page?  You can click on each to see how the ad 
will show up in each of your desired placements.
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I tend to HATE having a lot of text on my Story ads.  When I click on my Story icon and see all 
that text, I want to change it.  All you have to do in order to change the text on each of your 
creatives is to click on Edit right above each ad and you can customize the text for each one.


NOW you can click Confirm.


Your ad is off and running now!  It might take a few minutes (sometimes even up to a day) to 
get it totally confirmed, but it will start delivering soon.


TRACKING YOUR AD TO MAKE SURE IT IS 
WORKING

You can keep an eye on your ad really easily.  Once you've created it, the ad will show up in 
your Business Manager.




To show you an example of how to read the results of an ad, I grabbed one of my older 
awareness ads for analysis - that's why you'll see that the delivery section is currently listed as 
Not Delivering (I also used to let Facebook default my ad names, which was super confusing!) 
and why the Campaign is set to off.


I can see that my Results were 17 link clicks.  That's 17 individual accounts that chose to click 
on my Profile "website" from the ad that I had running.  I can see that the ad was shown to 
2,594 people via Reach.  I can see that those people saw the ad with a Frequency on average 
of 1.26 times before clicking on it.  I can see that the Cost per Result was $1.34 and that I 
paid $22.79 over the life of this short ad with a Budget of $6 per day.


I ended up turning this ad off.  Why?  I wasn't getting any new followers, no one was 
contacting me after seeing it, and $1.34 was a lot to spend per link click.  If my link clicks are 
over $.30 and I'm not seeing results, I know that something about the ad isn't resonating.


I also have to look at my actual Instagram account.  Are my Followers increasing?  Are they 
increasing with companies and people that I was trying to reach with this ad?  Am I getting 
more contacts from collaborators and vendors that I want to work with?


If yes, things are going great!  If no?  I might want to change things.  Those things could be:


• Changing my ad creative: Trying a video, or a photo, or a carousel of photos.
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• Changing my ad copy: My words might not be resonating: time to think of something else 
enticing to say!


• Tweaking my audience: Including more types of vendors, changing the targeting, changing 
the ages, expanding my geographic range, etc.


• Changing my placement of the ad:  My ads do better in Stories, so you might want to try 
dropping your Feed ad.  Or if your Stories seem to get a great response, consider dropping 
your Feed.  Or perhaps different ads entirely to each one.


As you can see, there is no real formula to telling what makes an ad work and what doesn't. 
 It's a huge process of tweaking and retweaking to get to the right people with the right 
message.  Don't be afraid to experiment! 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ADS TO REACH PROSPECTIVE CLIENTS 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The second type of ad that I run is an ad to get actual paying clients for my photography 
services.  This is how I do it.


*note:  You'll see that some of the steps are the same and use the same language as the 
lesson just prior to this one.  Pay attention though, because some of your choices will be 
different! 

CREATE AN AUDIENCE

All of my Instagram ads are created in my Facebook Ads Manager.  The first step is to navigate 
to business.facebook.com/adsmanager/audiences.  This will take you to your Audiences, and 
it's time to create a new one.


Here are the steps to take:


In the top left, click on Create Audience and choose Saved Audience.
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Give your Audience a name - something you'll remember later!


This time I'm not going to Exclude anyone.  I would love it if engaged couples who were active 
on my Instagram already saw this ad!


Under the next section about Locations, choose where you want your ad to be shown.  I 
decided that this particular ad should be shown to everywhere near NYC that I actually work.  I 
chose cities and expanded their reach so that the ad covered everywhere from the tip of 
Montauk to the areas surrounding Philadelphia.  That's the main geographical area that I serve, 
so I needed to make sure the whole thing is covered.


If I want to run ads specific to NYC or specific to Philly, I'd need to create an Audience for each 
one.  It might not make sense to run an ad that mentions how hectic Times Square is to a 
Jersey shore crowd, nor how amazing the beach is in the summer for a Manhattan Audience. 
Think about the areas you serve, and think if they might be best served by one generic 
Audience or multiple, more specific Audiences.





Age:   I know from experience that most of the clients that I work with are between the ages of 
23 and 45.  So that's what I choose.  Not sure?  You can always come back and edit your 
Audience later as you learn more about who they are.


Gender:  While most of the initial client contacts that I hear from are women, a good deal of 
them are men.  So I choose both.


Language:  I pick English as my primary, but this will depend on where you're located.
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Now it's time for my favorite part: the detailed targeting.


The first thing I want to establish is that I am casting a net for Newly Engaged couples.  I tend 
to pick the option for 3 months and 6 months.  There is an option for 1 year, but I find that 
people that are engaged that long usually have their wedding planned and vendors hired.  You 
might toy with adding that as a targeting option, it's one of the ones that I add back in at times 
when I want to cast a wider net.


Most people stop here.  After all, don't you want the ad to go to everyone in that geographical 
area who is engaged?


Not really.


What if they can't afford you?


What if they're not a good fit for you, personality-wise?


What if you want to target them better?


You can stop here, don't get me wrong.  This can be a very basic, base Audience and that's 
totally fine! But if you want to dig more and target deeper, start thinking.  What does your ideal 
client look like?


• Are they avid travelers?

• Do they go to the theatre, opera, or ballet?

• Do they love the Office, Parks and Rec, Drag Race, or Schitt's Creek?

• Do they earn in the top 1% of earners in their zip code?

• Do they own their own businesses?

• Are there places they like to shop?

• ...what else can you think of to really nail down your ideal client?
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This ad is going to go out to engaged people who make in the top 10% of their zip code or like 
Schitt's Creek or like live theatre.  You can also see that I narrowed it to Exclude people who 
love camping, because camping is the worst (I'm kidding, it's not, I'm just inventing an 
Audience, don't take it personally, campers!).


But wait.  What if I love Schitt's Creek but don't earn in that bracket?  This ad will still get me, 
because I don't have to have ALL of the above, just ONE of the above.  What if you HAVE to 
like Schitt's Creek and theatre and earn that amount?  You'd want to target one at a time.  Like 
this:
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Based on how this is set up you must also match all of the above, not just one of the above. 
See the difference?


Yes, it's a wide net.  Yes, it will catch some people who don't entirely fit what you're looking for 
- this ad could reach someone living in your city but getting married overseas, engaged in your 
city but planning to elope instead, etc..  But the success I've found with this has been worth 
the few people who probably think WTF when presented with your ad.
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Save this Audience, and now it's time to make your ad!


CREATE AN AD

It's easy to get started.  Go to your Facebook Ads Manager, and click on Create to start a 
new ad.


Your Marketing Objective is going to be Traffic.  Scroll down to name your ad - don't let it 
default here to Traffic, it will be harder to find it and run analytics on it later if you don't 
remember what ad you made and when!




I almost always name my ads month/year/what it's about.  That way I can easily find them 
later!
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To keep things simple here, we're not going to Split Test or choose anything for Campaign 
Budget Optimization.  Yes, you can (and should!) learn to use these options later, but those 
require a much deeper understanding of how to run these ads!


Click Continue.




At the top of the next page, give your Ad Set a name.  Since I'm only doing one ad set here, I 
use the same name that I used on the last page.  


Then you'll choose Website under Traffic.  You're going to be sending people who see this ad 
to your Instagram profile page, so it's imperative that you choose website.  I leave Dynamic 
Creative and Offer off since they don't really apply to what I'm doing with this ad.


Under that, you have to define your Audience.  But wait!  We did that already!
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Click on Use Saved Audience and type in the name of the Audience you created earlier.  It will 
auto-fill the requirements based on that exact Audience!


Next, you'll be presented with your options for Placement.
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You're going to want to click on Edit Placements and uncheck everything except Instagram. 
This will keep your ad only on the Instagram platform and not show it to Facebook or anywhere 
else.




Scroll a little further and make sure that only Instagram Feed and Instagram Stories are 
checked off.


*note: I find most of my success with Story ads, but some report more success with Feed ads. 
 I suggest eventually learning how to Split Test so that you can see which ones work best for 
you! 
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The last decision you'll make on this page is to set your Budget and Schedule.


I generally stay optimized for Link Clicks and I don't make huge changes to my Cost Control. 
You can, but for a basic awareness ad (especially your first time out) you won't really want to 
make changes here.


You don't need a huge budget to start an ad.  I usually start with a Daily Budget of $5 (see 
how so much of this is similar to my awareness ads?).  I can increase or decrease it based on 
response, but a lower dollar amount lets me see how it is working so that I can adjust 
accordingly.  I choose to run it continuously because awareness is something that I want to be 
constantly ongoing.  


Now click to continue.


The first thing you'll want to do before continuing too far into the next page is to make sure that 
your Instagram account is connected to your Facebook business page.
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Back to your ad!  Under Identity, you'll wake to click on each dropdown to make sure your 
Facebook business page and your correct Instagram account are chosen.




There are several different directions you can go here, and I suggest that you try each at some 
point in time to see what your audience resonates with the most.  The easiest place to start 
is Single Image or Video.


Now we have to press pause and go work on your ad creative.


I get my best results from creating a video.  I use either Animoto or SmartSlides to create my 
videos usually, but the Animoto app has been the best option that I've found to create 
something that I can format for both my feed (square) and my stories (vertical).  I want to create 
a portfolio video that shows off my work, and I want it to be both fast and short.  I keep it to 30 
seconds max and I choose my video timing to fly through the slides.  I start and end with my 
logo, and that's it.


http://www.apple.com
http://SmartSlides
https://animoto.com/apps/mobile/ios
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If you're going to use a video, take the time to create two.  Format one for a square feed 
format, and format the other for a vertical Story.  If you make them on your phone, AirDrop or 
email them to yourself so that you can keep them on your desktop.


Once your creative is made, let's go back to finishing your ad.


Choose to add your video to your Media section, and then Select a placement to customize. 
Because I want a square video in my Feed and a vertical video in my Stories, I'm going to 
upload custom creatives for each one.
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Now is where you're going to take the time to say hi.  There are several important parts here. 
The first is the Primary Text.  In a Feed, that's what will show up in your caption.  In a Story, 
that will show up written on top of the Story (Don't like that?  We can fix it, stay tuned...)


What should you write here?  I can't tell you.  What do you want to say?   This is the part that I 
toy with the most, that I come back and tweak as I find my own voice and what resonates with 
my prospective clients.  Is a short, simple caption the best?  Is a longer caption that tells more 
of a story better?  How do you tell stories?  What are your words?


Think about what would resonate with you if you saw an ad like this from a creative that you 
wanted to hire, and start writing.  Short or long-form, just write.  Then show your ad copy to 
friends outside of your industry and see if it resonates with them - would they reach out to 
you?  


Write and rewrite, but don't overthink it.  The point is to get the ad started, and you 
can always come back and re-do your creative if you aren't getting the response you want.


Next, you have to choose your Destination.  This is where you're going to reconfirm that 
they're headed to a website, and that website is your Instagram profile.  You aren't sending 
them to your actual business website, but to your Instagram.  After all, this is an ad for 
Instagram!  You want prospective clients to find your Instagram, so you're going to put your 
Profile URL in the Website URL field.


The last thing you'll pick here is your Call to Action.  I prefer to use Learn More, but pick 
whichever one resonates with you the most!


Take a look at your ad.  Looks good, right?  Make sure that you check on how it looks on all of 
your creatives, though.




See these icons between the two halves of the page?  You can click on each to see how the ad 
will show up in each of your desired placements.
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I tend to HATE having a lot of text on my Story ads.  When I click on my Story icon and see all 
that text, I want to change it.  All you have to do in order to change the text on each of your 
creatives is to click on Edit right above each ad and you can customize the text for each one.


NOW you can click Confirm.


Your ad is off and running now!  It might take a few minutes (sometimes even up to a day) to 
get it totally confirmed, but it will start delivering soon.


TRACKING YOUR AD TO MAKE SURE IT IS 
WORKING

You can keep an eye on your ad really easily.  Once you've created it, the ad will show up in 
your Business Manager.




To show you an example of how to read the results of an ad, I grabbed one of my older 
awareness ads for analysis - that's why you'll see that the delivery section is currently listed as 
Not Delivering (I also used to let Facebook default my ad names, which was super confusing!) 
and why the Campaign is set to off.


I can see that my Results were 17 link clicks.  That's 17 individual accounts that chose to click 
on my Profile "website" from the ad that I had running.  I can see that the ad was shown to 
2,594 people via Reach.  I can see that those people saw the ad with a Frequency on average 
of 1.26 times before clicking on it.  I can see that the Cost per Result was $1.34 and that I 
paid $22.79 over the life of this short ad with a Budget of $6 per day.


I ended up turning this ad off.  Why?  I wasn't getting any new followers, no one was 
contacting me after seeing it, and $1.34 was a lot to spend per link click.  If my link clicks are 
over $.30 and I'm not seeing results, I know that something about the ad isn't resonating.


I also have to look at my actual Instagram account.  Are my Followers increasing?  Are they 
increasing with engaged couples that I was trying to reach with this ad?  Am I getting more 
contacts from people getting married and looking for my services?


If yes, things are going great!  If no?  I might want to change things.  Those things could be:


• Changing my ad creative: Trying a video, or a photo, or a carousel of photos.
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• Changing my ad copy: My words might not be resonating: time to think of something else 
enticing to say!


• Tweaking my audience: Including more types of interests, changing the targeting, changing 
the ages, expanding my geographic range, etc.


• Changing my placement of the ad:  My ads do better in Stories, so you might want to try 
dropping your Feed ad.  Or if your Stories seem to get a great response, consider dropping 
your Feed.  Or perhaps different ads entirely to each one.


As you can see, there is no real formula to telling what makes an ad work and what doesn't. It's 
a huge process of tweaking and retweaking to get to the right people with the right message.  

Don't be afraid to experiment! 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A FEW FINAL NOTES AND 
QUESTIONS 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I have been polling my own Instagram followers and Facebook group to see what common 
questions are about Instagram.  Here are some of the questions!


IS THERE SUCH A THING AS POSTING TOO 
MUCH?

Yes.  While traditional advice will tell you to post multiple times per day, I have found that it's 
just way too much for a creative-based business.  If I post more than once or sometimes twice 
a day it turns off my audience, and my Followers count goes down.  I try to post about five 
times per week.


This is something that works for my audience, so you'll want to test to see what works with 
yours.  I find that if I'm inactive on my account for more than a few days, my engagement goes 
down and it takes a while to get it back.  If I'm too active, it annoys people.


DO YOU PAY FOR SPONSORED OR BOOSTED 
POSTS?

I do not.  Other than very specific targeted ads created through Facebook Ads Manager, I don't 
boost any posts, especially not through the app itself.  I have found little to no tangible results 
from doing so...other than my bank account balance decreasing!


SHOULD I USE MY BUSINESS NAME OR 
PERSONAL NAME AS MY USERNAME?

I would use your business name as your username and make sure you add your actual name in 
the Profile.


HOW DO YOU KEEP UP WITH ALL OF THE 
ALGORITHM CHANGES?

You just mind your audience.  Honestly.  All of the changes will affect engagement up and 
down, but becoming obsessed with what Instagram is thinking will defeat your purposes. 
 Keep reading, keep researching, but tend to your audience first.  What do they want from you, 
and accounts like yours?  Are you giving that type of content to them?  Are you continuing to 
engage?  Are you looking to meet new people?  If your engagement is dropping, be honest - 
are you slacking, even just a little?  Engagement on this app is much like engagement in 
person, so keep making an honest human connection!


SHOULD I JOIN A COMMENT POD?

NO.  Do not do this!  On paper, it seems like a great idea.  A comment pod gets together a 
large group of people with a common interest, for example, wedding photographers would join 
together with other wedding photographers.  When you post, you alert your pod, and then go 
like and comment as quickly as possible.
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The theory here is that engagement will be active and Instagram will view your post as a hot 
one, sharing it with more and more of your Audience.  


This is not what happens.  What happens is that Instagram starts thinking that these people are 
the only people who love your account, so they show your posts to the people in your pod first. 
These people liking and commenting aren't your actual clients, so they're actually standing in 
the way of other possible clients seeing your posts.  


Stop trying to trick Instagram and start working on engagement with people who might 
become actual customers!


IS IT TOO LATE TO START MARKETING ON 
INSTAGRAM?

Nope!  It's never too late!


IS IT MORE EFFECTIVE TO USE MY FEED AS A 
PORTFOLIO OR FOR CLIENT INTERACTION WITH 
MY RECENT WORK?

I do both.  I post client work as it happens, but I also bring back "old" images on occasion.  I 
use my Feed to preview client images shortly after their session or event, but I'm sharing 
images that would be in my portfolio anyhow.  Why choose just one option when you can do 
both?


HOW OFTEN SHOULD WE CHANGE THE 
HASHTAGS WE USE?

I prefer to have a huge list of hashtags and vary them up.  I try to not use the same hashtags 
more than one or two posts in a row.


SHOULD I SEPARATE MY PERSONAL AND 
BUSINESS ACCOUNT?

This one I cannot answer for you.  I'd take a long, hard look at each and what you want them to 
accomplish.  If you use your personal account to share images of your kids with friend and 
family you might want to set that account to private and keep it truly personal.  That's what I 
did at first.  But over time I wasn't quite as interested in managing two accounts, and I started 
letting my personal life bleed JUST A BIT into my business account.  I found that was the best 
balance for me, with most of my personal stuff living in my Stories.
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I AM A BEGINNER TO INSTAGRAM, WHERE DO I 
START?

Start slowly with building honest engagement.  Share images with meaningful captions, and 
take your time.  Don't look for quick fixes or fast follows.  Go slow, go organic, and know that 
you're playing a very long game.


I DON'T LOVE THE TEMPORARY NATURE OF 
STORIES, HOW DO I WRAP MY BRAIN AROUND 
THEIR USEFULNESS?

I had a hard time with this one, too!  I started to think of my Stories as a snippet of my life, 
which is fleeting.  That helped a lot.  Adding Highlights to save some of my favorite Stories was 
also super helpful.  


CAN I MIX UP MY STORIES?  WHAT IF I HAVE A 
MEETING IN THE MORNING, A SESSION IN THE 
EVENING, AND STUFF IN BETWEEN?  WHAT IF 
IT'S NOT LINEAR?

I love non-linear. It feels more true to life.  My Stories aren't always one cohesive linear story, 
because my days aren't one cohesive linear story!


WATERMARKS OR NO WATERMARKS ON MY 
FEED?

Totally up to you.  I use watermarks because I always have, but there is a great argument for 
keeping the images clean.  I think that whatever you decide is best for you, do it. Just keep it 
consistent.


DO YOU CURATE YOUR FEED AND DO THREE IN 
A ROW OR NINE IN A ROW?  PARTIAL IMAGES 
THAT MAKE UP A WHOLE OVER A SERIES OF 
POSTS?  WHY OR WHY NOT?

I do not.  It drives me NUTS when I see this, and I can't do anything with marketing that 
wouldn't work for me or that I find personally irritating.  I've seen some accounts that do this 
well, but more often than not I find myself unfollowing or muting accounts that do this.  How do 
YOU feel about it?
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DO I SEPARATE BOUDOIR IMAGES FROM MY 
FEED?

This is the one thing that I would separate accounts for. I see how hard Instagram and 
Facebook are cracking down on boudoir images, and I wouldn't want to run the risk of losing 
my whole account over boudoir images. I choose not to share any that I photograph for this 
reason and because I don't do enough of them to justify an entirely separate account just for 
them.


CAN I SCHEDULE STORIES?

You can using a service like Later, but I choose not to.  Because my Stories are all real-time, it 
wouldn't make any sense to schedule them for later.  If you have a series that you want to drop 
at once, it might be a good idea.  I just find that my best Stories are done as they happen, so 
scheduling them would remove that.


SHOULD I POST MY INSTAGRAM IMAGES TO 
FACEBOOK AT THE SAME TIME?

I used to not, but now that Facebook and Instagram are basically the same thing, I do.


DO YOU FOLLOW BACK EVERYONE WHO 
FOLLOWS YOU?

I do not.  You can if you want to, but you don't have to.  Not everyone who follows me is an 
account I'd be interested in following back, and that's okay! 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ABOUT SUSAN  : THE WEDDING 
SCHOOL : AND THANKS 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ABOUT SUSAN

Susan Stripling has been photographing weddings, portraits, and theater for almost twenty 
years.


Susan’s work has been published in Inside Weddings, Martha Stewart Weddings, Grace 
Ormonde Wedding Style, Modern Bride, Town and Country Weddings, the New York Times, 
New York Post, Rangerfinder, PDN, and in ads and advertorials for Nikon USA, Epson, and 
Canon USA.


As a WPPI Grand Master, Susan has won multiple awards at the prestigious Wedding and 
Portrait Photographers International 16x20 print competition including the Grand Award in 
Wedding Photojournalism and the Grand Award in Weddings.  Susan has been an educator for 
Photo Plus, WPPI, PPA, Mystic Seminars, Portrait Masters, and Creative Live. She has been 
named one of the top ten wedding photographers in the world by American Photo Magazine.


She is most honored to be named an Explorer of Light by Canon USA.


ABOUT THE WEDDING SCHOOL

Established in 2016, The Wedding School strives to bring real, honest education to wedding 
photographers worldwide. 


THANK YOU

The year 2020 has been challenging in ways that I never anticipated and we as an industry 
could have never predicted.  This year I want to give thanks to the following: my daughters, my 
parents, Mitch Stripling and Jordan Pascoe, Cliff Mautner, my therapist, the makers of Celexa, 
my Peloton, Netflix, Shudder, Hulu, and Amazon Prime, my weighted blanket, the most 
amazing group chat with the most amazing woman I know : Alicia, Amanda, Janie, Charmi, and 
Emily, I love you forever and always, Jennifer Cody, Mary Beth Tyson, Kamila Harris and the 
#horrormoviefanclub, Sandra Krauss, Cooks champagne, and mostly, with my whole heart and 
mushy friend love, Steven and Janie Pilkerton.  Thank you for being my safe place to land.



